LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS®
of
Anne Arundel County, MD

2012 PRIMARY ELECTION
VOTERS’ GUIDE
The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan political organization that encourages
informed and active participation in government, works to increase understanding of
major public policy issues, and influences public policy through education and advocacy.
The League does not support or oppose any political party or candidate, and its
membership includes both women and men.
The League of Women Voters offers this free Voters’ Guide to assist citizens in their
decision-making as they prepare for the 2012 Primary Election. In the interest of
fairness, candidates’ responses appear as submitted, without editing. Answers end when
the pre-established character limit is reached. A printable copy of the Anne Arundel
County 2012 Primary Election Voters’ Guide may be downloaded at aa1.lwvmd.org/n.
Candidates who did not respond by the deadline, and those who wish to revise their
responses, may do so online, prior to the Primary Election on April 3, 2012. To check for
candidate updates, access election information and create a personalized ballot, please
visit the interactive 2012 Voters’ Guide at Vote411.org.
The League solicited responses only from those candidates who will be on the Primary
Ballot. A separate 2012 Voters’ Guide will be prepared for the General Election.
The League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County thanks all candidates who
submitted answers to our questionnaires.

2012 Maryland Primary Election: Voters’ Calendar
Tuesday, March 13
Deadline to register to vote or change party affiliation
Saturday, March 24
Early voting begins. Voting centers open 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday, March 25
Early voting continues. Voting centers open 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday, March 26-28 Early voting continues. Voting centers open 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 27
Deadline to request an absentee ballot by mail*
Thursday, March 29
Early voting ends
Tuesday, April 3
Primary Election. Polls open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
*Absentee ballots may be picked up at the AA Board of Elections prior to April 3. Completed ballots must
be hand-delivered to the AA Board of Elections by 8 p.m. on Election Day, or postmarked April 3, 2012.
Anne Arundel Board of Elections Hours & Location: www.aacounty.org/elections
Early Voting Locations: www.elections.state.md.us/voting/early_voting_sites.html#annearundel
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Join the League Today!
When you join the League of Women Voters,
you are participating in democracy. You are
part of a unique citizen organization advocating
on local, state and national issues.
As a League member, you will:
• stay informed about issues and government
and about decisions that directly affect you
and your community;
• make your voice heard as an advocate for
change and community problem-solving;
• sharpen your leadership skills in organization
and communication as you study and act on
local and national issues.

You decide how to be involved; your membership gives the League the political clout it needs
to be a voice for citizens and a force for change.
League membership is open to men and women
of all ages. Make your voice heard—join today!
League of Women Voters
of Anne Arundel County
President: Myrna Siegel
Phone:
410-849-8832
Email:
info@aa1.lwvmd.org
Website: aa1.lwvmd.org/n
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Congressional Districts
These maps reflect the Anne Arundel County congressional districts that will govern elections
from 2012 to 2020. They were enacted by the Maryland General Assembly in October 2011.
To verify your election district, enter your address in the interactive Voters’ Guide,
Vote411.org, or the MD State Archives website, mdelect.net.
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US President

Duties: The President is the head of state of the United States of America and is the Chief Executive Officer and is the Commander in Chief of all military forces. The powers of the President are described in the
Constitution and federal law. The President appoints the members of the Cabinet, ambassadors to other
nations and the United Nations, Supreme Court Justices and federal judges, subject to Senate approval.
The President, along with the Cabinet and its agencies, is responsible for carrying out and enforcing the
laws of the United States. The President may also recommend legislation to the United States Congress.
How Elected: Every four years, political parties nominate candidates to run for President of the United
States in a general election that is held on the first Tuesday in November of years divisible by the number
four. Although all parties use conventions to nominate their candidates, in most states the Democratic
and Republican parties also run state-wide primary elections. The results of the primary influence how the
delegates to their respective party’s convention will cast ballots for candidates for President. The degree to
which the result of the primary election influences the votes of delegates at conventions varies from state
to state.
Term: Four years. Limit of two terms.
Base Salary: $400,000 per year.
NOTE: The candidates listed below will appear on the Primary ballot in Maryland. Questionnaires were not
sent to Presidential candidates by the League of Women Voters of Maryland as it would not be feasible for the
candidates to answer multiple questions from each of the 50 state League of Women Voters. For more information about their views, please go to the websites listed in their entries.

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

Ron Paul (Texas)
Website: www.ronpaul2012.com/

Barack Obama (Illinois)
Website: www.barackobama.com

Rick Perry (Texas)
Website: rickperry.org

Republican Candidates
Republicans may vote for no more than 1.

Newt Gingrich (Virginia)
Website: www.newt.org

Buddy Roemer
(Louisiana)
Website: buddyroemer.com

Mitt Romney
(Massachusetts)

Jon Huntsman (Utah)

Website: mittromney.com

Website: jon2012.com

Fred Karger (California) Rick Santorum
Website: www.fredkarger.com
(Pennsylvania)
Website: ricksantorum.com
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US Senator

Duties: Senators share the responsibility with Representatives for enactment of the nation’s laws as provided for in the U.S. Constitution. They may also conduct investigations on issues of national importance.
The Senate is charged with ratifying treaties established by the President and confirms Presidential appointments of Cabinet members, federal judges and foreign ambassadors.
How Elected: The Senate consists of 100 members, two from each state. They are elected by a state at
large and serve for 6 years. One-third of the Senate is up for election every two years. A Senator must
be at least 30 years of age and must have been a citizen of the United States for at least 9 years.
Term: Six years.
Base Salary: $174,000.
Questions for US Senators:
1. QUALIFICATIONS: What are your qualifications/experience for this office?
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: What, if anything, should the federal government do to strengthen the national
economy and create jobs?
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: What are your views on addressing the federal deficit and producing revenue?
4. HEALTH CARE: What is your position on the Affordable Health Care for America Act?
5. IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, do you support to immigration policy?
6. ENVIRONMENT: What, if anything, should the federal government do to slow down the rate of climate
change?
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: What will you do to reach beyond partisan dogma to resolve issues?
8. PRIORITIES: What are your legislative priorities?
Candidate responses were limited to 400 characters. All answers appear exactly as submitted. Contact
information may be found at www.elections.state.md.us/elections/2012/primary_candidates/index.html.

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

Raymond Levi Blagmon

Ben Cardin

Website: blagmon.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am a
Navy veteran currently serving in
the United States Navy Reserves.
I am CPA with an MBA in Fnance
from the University of Chicago.
In my duties as a naval reservist
I have traveled the world and
seen first had what effects the
American economy has had on
other countries. I also know that
many still hold America in high esteem.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Work with other countries to
increase trade of both American goods and services.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Work on ways to lovwer the
national debt. Sanction early withdrawal of our troop
from the Gulf.
4. HEALTH CARE: I am a strong supporter of
Obamacare and will support any legislation that would
make healhcare more affordable and widely available to
all people within the borders of the United States.
5. IMMIGRATION: A very strong issue for me. I believe
the overall impact of this type of legistration can be a
game changer for the United States. I am ProImmigration and Pro-Immigration Reform.
6. ENVIRONMENT: I am for green intiatives that would
help promote a cleaning safer environment for all to
enjoy.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I would openly support
any legislation regardless of its orgin if it made since to
the voters of Maryland. I believe someone has to set an
example and I am will to be the first.
8. PRIORITIES: Jobs, Immigration Reform, Foreign
Policy

Website: www.bencardin.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: U.S.
Senator 2007-present; Member of
U.S. House of Representatives,
1986-2007; Speaker, Maryland
House of Delegates, 1979-1986; I
have been a leading voice in
Congress on health care,
retirement security, the
environment and fiscal issues.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The
federal govt has to invest in programs that boost job
creation & help small business while still protecting/
supporting our children, seniors, clean air/water, &
important values we hold dear. We need a credible,
balanced plan to control our debt while investing in
modernizing our transportation, energy & water
systems. We also need to invest in education so our
workers can out-compete anyone.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Key to restoring our fiscal health
is putting people back to work. Working Americans rely
less on govt services, they buy more –which helps the
economy–and they pay taxes. We need to grow the
Middle Class. We need a balanced approach to control
our budget. It requires sensible cuts in govt spending
coupled with tax fairness, closing loopholes & having
millionaires/billionaires pay a fair share.
4. HEALTH CARE: I am proud that quality health care
now is a right & not a privilege for all Americans. I
strongly supported the Affordable Care Act. I authored
provisions to guarantee children’s dental care, expand
preventive services for seniors & establish NIH’s Minority
Health Institute. Americans are now protected from
private insurance companies’ abusive practices and have
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US Senator

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

more affordable health insurance.
5. IMMIGRATION: Our nation has a proud immigration
history. But our immigration & border security system is
broken & must be fixed. We must secure our borders.
Then we must find a way for illegal immigrants to come
forward & correct their status without amnesty. I am a
DREAM Act cosponsor. It’s a compassionate bill
recognizing that innocent children should have an
opportunity to help build & defend our nation.
6. ENVIRONMENT: I support a comprehensive bill on
climate change to protect the environment from the
negative effects of greenhouse gas pollution, put an end
to our reliance on foreign oil, create jobs, and improve
national security. I was an original cosponsor of
comprehensive climate change legislation that would
promote major job growth in new energy while
dramatically reducing destructive air pollution.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I stand up for my
Democratic values, but I still believe that we can come
together to find common ground on issues that impact
our economy, health, environment and national security.
I have a successful record working across party lines and
will continue to reach out to Republican lawmakers on
issues including help our military, mountaintop removal
mining, foreign policy, budget, tax/retirement.
8. PRIORITIES: My highest priority is more jobs for
Maryland & protecting the jobs we have. Our economy is
improving slowly, but there are too many Marylanders
still struggling. We can get more Americans working
again by investing in America. I also will protect health
care reform, invest in small business, protect Social
Security/Medicare, reduce our dependence on foreign oil
& work for clean water for all.

J. P. Cusick

4. HEALTH CARE: I like the Act's original ideal of
creating a single payer system which would provide
universal health care for all Americans. Maybe some day
that will happen, but for now we must hold on to the
improvements already made. Richer people with the
money will always get the better health care, so the
single payer system will not overrule the privileges of
such money.
5. IMMIGRATION: We need to stop classifying the
undocumented people as "illegal" and we need to provide
them with proper documentation, and they need to be
protected by worker's rights and minimum wage and fair
housing and treated as an equal citizen. As to the wall on
our U.S. southern border then I would say to tear that
wall down.
6. ENVIRONMENT: The biggest problem is to convince
people that the climate change is real and stop the
denial. As such then I will add my own voice to that
chorus and hope that others will join in. Certainly the USA
needs to be a leader in this effort, and I support that.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: In this case I believe that
we Democrats need to strengthen our own resolve and
mount a more formidable opposition against the hard line
Republicans and their horrible political demands.
8. PRIORITIES: My top priority is to reform the Child
Support and Custody laws, so to stop turning parents into
criminals and stop turning parenting into a crime. This
has become such a huge problem nationwide that
reforming the Child Support and Custody laws needs to
be our biggest of priorities, or else our great prosperity
will stand like a fool over top of our violated social
structure.

Chris Garner

Website:
www.garnerforsenate.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have
over 35 years of successful
professional experience such as
running businesses, energy
management, pollution control,
and multidisciplanry problem
solving. I am not a career
politician but an engineer/scientist
able to understand the nuances
and interplay of economics,
healthcare, jobs and foreign policy and the relationship of
issues with regards to solving national problems.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Demand Free but fair trade.
Increase college graduates in the value areas of
engineering, science, business and medicine. Manage the
deficit through balances in reduction of goverment
services and the reduction of the tax code to 100 pages
(from about 50,000pages). Get the government out of
the money lending business. Term Limits. Begin the
reindustrialization of America.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We will send over 2 trillion dollars
overseas during this administration, while racking up an
additional 8 trillion dollars in national debt. We do not
have a budget. We are sending our factories overseas.
Term Limits is the ultimate solution to this problem.
4. HEALTH CARE: I'm against this act because: 1. It was
League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County
aa1.lwvmd.org/n

Website: www.VoteJP.webs.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am the
best candidate for the U.S.
Senate because I am the only
one that will aggressively reform
the Child Support and Custody
laws, while others ignore the
huge damages going on through
those misguided laws. These hard
reforms will take a lot of effort
and I am the only candidate with the conviction and
determination to get the reform done right.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The Congress can recognize
that it is not ethically sound for any Company to make
millions and billions of dollars while failing to employ the
many American citizens in need of a job. As such the
Congress could create a law requiring a minimum number
of employees based on the Company's finances. As in ten
(10) employees per every one million ($1M) in revenue.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: I agree that the wealthy do need
to pay the same tax rate as does other Americans, but I
say we need to focus on reducing our huge military
budget. Ending the occupation of Afghanistan is long over
due, but we need far more cuts in military expenditures
as that would be our best source of producing more
revenue.
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Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

first designed to put money into politicians, their families
and friends pockets. This is how Nancy Pelosi increased
her net worth by 65% while Americans lost money. 2.
This ACT increases the cost of healthcare. 3. This ACT
does not address tort reform. In some medical
specialties, half the cost of the visit is for medical
malpractice insurance.
5. IMMIGRATION: There is a full 7 point program at
www.GarnerForSenate.com for reversing the negatives of
a foolish immigration policy. The jobs taken from
Americans, as well as, the reduction of wages to middle
class and the poor, this is a high impact issue with U.S.
workers. BEN CARDIN the incumbent has consistantly
voted for illegals.
6. ENVIRONMENT: If there is global warming due to
humanity, the only solution is to reduce human
habitation. Seven billion people, with rising economic
aspirations, apparently cannot live on the earth and keep
the ecology in balance. Hence the above question is
related to slowing down the rate and not reverse the
process.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I am running as a JFK
Democrat to demonstrate the continueing leftward drift of
the party. This drifting has created incredible inrationality
in serving the middle class and poor, such as trying to
create jobs by shipping industry overseas: while at the
same time allowing illegals to steal jobs and reduce
possible wages of the joblesss citizens.
8. PRIORITIES: Prioities: 1. Reindustrialization of the
United States. 2. Healthcare reform based on reducing
the cost of healtcare, and thereby making it more
avaible. 3. End NAFTA. Ben Cardin voted for NAFTA. 4.
Manage or end immigration per
www.GarnerForSenate.com.

repealed.
5. IMMIGRATION: We should do a better job of
securing our borders and require all immigrants to
register. Those already here who haven’t registered must
do so within a 2 week grace period. Upon their
registration they will be expected to pay their fair share
of taxes based on money earned. Thus, any immigrant in
the future caught without a registration card should be
deported.
6. ENVIRONMENT: We should allow nature to take its
natural course. We need to bring back Judaic-Christian
values in order that mankind will have a better
appreciation of the environment and treat our habitat
with more respect.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: We don’t need to pass
new laws. Rather, we need ethical politicians instead of
overly ambitious, self-promoting politicians currently
governing us. Ethical politicians should comply with the
“5 Jaffe Principles” needed for real ethical reform • Refuse campaign contributions (bribes), Serve one term
only, Serve without salary, Tell the truth all the time,
Keep away from paid lobbyists.
8. PRIORITIES: Balance the budget and institute
volunteerism for many of the current federal positions
occupied by elitist bureaucrats.

C. Anthony Muse

Website: www.muse-for-maryland.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been an active public
servant in my state and community for
over 35 years. I started as a Youth
Program Coordinator in Baltimore, and
have since spent ten years in the
Maryland Legislature as Senator (2006
to present), and Delegate (1995Ralph Jaffe
1999). I attended Morgan State
Website: none
University, B.A. (history), 1981;
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am a
Wesley Seminary, M.Div., 1984;
political science teacher, not a
Howard University, Doctor of
politician, and I’m leading a
Community Development,1991.
movement to end corruption in
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: It should
Maryland politics and replace it with
develop a sustainable business tax policy that rewards
ETHICS. I was a candidate in the
investment in America by American businesses; and
2010 Democratic primary for
provide aggressive tax and other incentives for
governor and received almost 20,000
businesses that hire Americans, making it more attractive
votes on a budget by design of $450.
to create jobs here than to outsource to other countries.
In this campaign for U.S. Senate, I plan to spend less
It should encourage the financial sector to provide access
money ($350) and receive more votes.
to low-cost capital for small business expansion and
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The Congress should butt out. hiring.
Congressional sessions should be reduced from 1 year to
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: I am for cutting, spending, and
3 months. Congressional salaries should be reduced to
taxing with common sense. Cuts would be spread across
one third of their current salaries. (I’ve expanded this
the federal budget, aimed at waste and where programs
original idea of Governor Perry from Texas.) Let private
and initiatives are obsolete and unproductive. Spending
enterprise take its natural course.
would be targeted at our priorities, which would be the
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We should come up with a
fiscal and physical health and safety of America. Low and
balanced budget and put a stop to all tax increases. The
middle-income families would not shoulder all these cost.
use of volunteerism can help to reduce the budget and
4. HEALTH CARE: I support the President’s efforts to
thus streamline the federal government. No one would be ensure adequate and affordable health care for all
fired but when government positions become open, due
Americans. With the alarmingly high rate of cancer in our
to retirement or resignation, the openings can be filled
state, I champion the law’s requirement of coverage for
with qualified volunteers.
those rejected over pre-existing conditions. I also favor
4. HEALTH CARE: The Obama Care program should be
the sustainability nature of the new law that requires
Page 7
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US Senator

Democratic Candidates

Democrats may vote for no more than 1.
coverage for preventive health measures, which will
loopholes. Borrowing money that we don't have as
ultimately bring down costs.
persons and governments is why we're in the mess that
5. IMMIGRATION: Our immigration policy should rewe find ourselves. We have met the enemy, and it is US!
unify families and to stop punishing innocent children
4. HEALTH CARE: Reform it, not repeal it, as we have
whose parents brought them here for a better life. I
with most past legislation to meet actual needs and what
would seek full rights for and accountability from
people want. Current law doesn't cover everyone, and
immigrants, and a smooth and fair process for achieving
needs to, cradle to grave, for all US citizens. Walter Reed
citizenship. I would provide farmers and other employers
Hospital aside, the current VA Medical System is a good
a legal way to hire seasonal workers and other workers
role model. We cannot simply write off 44 million
where U.S. workers are not available.
American citizens and expect things to get better.
6. ENVIRONMENT: President Obama has already begun
5. IMMIGRATION: Deport ALL illegal aliens to their
an aggressive campaign to reduce greenhouse gas
countries of origin in 2013 without exception, now an
emissions. He has invested more than $90 billion through
alien occupation force 14 million strong. Deportation will
the Recovery Act, to thwart the rate of climate change,
thus also revitalize US rail, bus, shipping, and highway
the largest clean energy investment in American history.
construction industries, thus putting legal Americans back
I believe the federal government should continue on this
to work, and ending huge drains on all governments:
course and look to multiply our level of effort as our
local, state, and Federal levels. Station returned troops
economy strengthens.
from overseas on borders.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I will do in the U.S.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Accept that it is real! Turn away
Congress what I have done effectively in the Maryland
from gas, oil, natural gas, and all other fossil fuels in
State Legislature, which is to meet my colleagues where
favor of electricity, wind, solar, and water turbine power.
they are, regardless of party, and listen. I will listen to
Forget "the grandhildren:" the problem is here and now!
their ideas, their reasoning and to their hearts. I will
Continuing to destroy the air we all breathe is simply
listen for common ground, shared values and for
insanity. As in TR's day, the power of the Robber Barons
opportunities to compromise, thus laying the ground for
must be broken for the common good, since greed is
the hard work of making difficult decisions.
their driving engine.
8. PRIORITIES: My foremost legislative priority is to
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Enact term limits at all
focus on building up America’s main street. We have
levels. Abolish all special interest and union political
overspent American tax dollars outside our borders and
action committees, getting the money out of elections.
on Wall Street. The focus must now be on stabilizing our
Return to taxpayer publicly funded elections like the 1980
own economy through job creation, saving family homes,
General Election that saw Reagan defeat Carter. Have the
and building up our own infrastructure in our cities and
FEC mandate free TV and radio air time for all candidates
counties; and adequate supports for our seniors,
at all levels. We own the airwaves, they don't, and they
veterans, and our children.
exist at our permission.
8. PRIORITIES: Beyond the above, restore Federal
Blaine Taylor
Constituional government and the rule of law, not men
Website: none
and women. Only Congress should declare our wars, not
1. QUALIFICATIONS: The ability
transient occupants of the White House. Enact a Federal
to think critically, make decisions
Jobs Bill (s) that will achiveve full employment without
based on the available information,
war, unheard of since 1941.
and basic common sense. Beyond
Ed Tinus
that, US Army Combat
Infantryman's Badge for service
Website: none
under enemy fire in the former
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have vended under many
South Vietnam, 1966-67, elected
administrations,cities,and townships.In so doing one gets
Student Government Senator at
to know the inner workings of government.While serving
then TSC, 1970-72; press secretary
the public through my job duties the approval of work
for four winning campaigns at local, state, and national
orders were issued through individuals or a small special
levels, 1974-92; and Congress, 1991-92.
interest group.With these groups or individuals public
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: End current wars, avoid
transparency of the orders are not available. Tax dollar
future ones, abolish foreign aid and Federal Reserve
waist runs high in our country.
Bank; consider gold standard on which to base the dollar,
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Review and remove
end all offshore banking and forbid any gold from leaving
regulations that restrict the manufacturing of products
US. Enact a one-time credit card debt forgiveness plan
here in the USA.
that banks can take off their taxes. Consider New Deal3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Down size the Federal
like full jobs programs, rebuild heavy industrial
government.The Federal government has taken to the
manufacturing base for full employment.
affairs of public issues. Where jurisdiction of
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Enact Federal Balanced Budget
representation is no longer available to the public. Fed
Law like MD, end borrowing at all government levels,
Government has enough revenue to operate properly.
replace the 1913 Federal Income Tax with a National
4. HEALTH CARE: To be proactive on prevention.
Sales Tax that taxes items purchased, not income; OR
Federal Government needs to let business' be
enact flat tax rate that ALL citizens pay without
competitive. This is another issue that should not be in
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US Senator

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

Federal Jurisdiction.
5. IMMIGRATION: Raise our neighbors standards of
living. Invite Mexico to join the Union and become 5 new
states.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Again each time a new subject
comes under the ruling of the Federal Government, the
processes are increased and there fore slowed down or
not accomplished at all. It is my belief that the state can
respond to it citizens needs and wants more quickly and
efficiently.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Transparency, to tell the
Maryland citizens what I see and hear while in
Washington. Listen to how the citizens want me to vote.
Through the internet. Opening a line communication
facilitating the ability of our neighbors to govern
themselves.
8. PRIORITIES: One bill, one subject matter. With a
limitation on the amount of verbiage. In a language that
is clear,concise and understandable.

Lih Young
Website: vote-md.org/intro.aspx?id=mdyounglih
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Reformer,
advocate, activist; promoting
fairness, freedom, justice, peace;
accountability, cost-effectiveness;
identified “socio- political- electionmedia- budget- legislation- system
problems” local- global; testify,
recommend to officials, law
enforcement, 3 branches. TV
producer, speaker: numerous
programs. Expertise, commitment;
intensive, extensive, diversified civic/political services.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Prosecute/ eliminate:
"MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS"
operation; unjust/ false/ misleading practices; privatepublic; 3 branches, local- global, inc. non-profit. Protect
people/families/businesses: lives, rights, reputation,
assets, resources. Promote productivity, public interest;
justification, cost-benefits, priorities- social needs, budget
constraints; rigorous objective reviews
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Prosecute/eliminate MURDERFRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS" operation,
unjust practices, disservices; abuse/misuse, waste,
official misconduct; false excuses/manipulation, public-

private partnership, economic development, privatization.
Big cut: unnecessary spending; all agencies, personnel,
equipment; defense, military, wars, homeland security.
Redirect resources for social needs; not give-away
4. HEALTH CARE: Support single-payer healthcare by
government, affordable health care. Prosecute/eliminate
“MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS",
private-public, 3 branches; health services occupations,
law enforcement; with threat, coercion, victimization/
deprivation of rights, resources (private,
public),documents,evidences;damage/ injury
(physical,mental,financial);unjust
medication,arrest,bond/bail/jail
5. IMMIGRATION: SUPPORT: Dream Act;
comprehensive immigration reform; reduced citizen
application fee; learning, educational,language facilities;
Promote humanity, productivity, justice,peace. Protect
people, families, environment. Prosecute/eliminate
“OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT- MURDER- FRAUD- CRIMEiNJUSTICE Networks”, unjust practices, victimization,
deprivation, destruction;threat, coercion; unjust
arrest,detention
6. ENVIRONMENT: End: dependence/subsidies for fossil
fuels, nuclear energy, offshore oil drilling, spills. Improve
regulation/oversight on energy related activities.
Implement the Clean Air Act. Protect public health,
environment. Curb carbon pollution. Invest in clean
renewable energy, efficiency technology, infrastructure
development. Preserve natural wonders,resources,parks;
Protect communities, heritage,lives
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Prosecute/eliminate
"MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS”
operation, unjust practices, false/misleading statements;
abuse, deprivation. Promote public interest, productivity,
priorities, cost-benefit, check and balance. Legislation/
proposals: resources for priorities/social needs; simple/
easy to understand; rigorous review/discussion by
objective professionals; solve problems system-wide,
8. PRIORITIES: Prosecute/eliminate “MURDER- FRAUDCRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS"= "cruel tyranny"=
"robbery machine"= "ROBBER-ISM"= “super classes of
crimes, parasites, welfares”: public-private; 3 branches;
Improve quality, competition, accountability, public
interest, "check and balance"; objective examinations,
evaluations. Televise issue/candidate forum/debate;
disseminate/maintain meaningful information, archi

Republican Candidates
Republicans may vote for no more than 1.

Joseph Alexander
Website: www.alexanderusa.org
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am a
attorney and have a understanding
of the law. I worked as a intern in
washington , dc and I wrote the first
draft of the DC charter school bill. I
understand the economy I worked
toward a MBA in finance.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We need
a new tax system. We need to stop
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rewarding people and companies that are politically
connected with tax breaks to undertake unproductive
activity. Three tier flat tax. No corporate tax. Tax
inherantence and investment income under the new
income tax. a vat tax. Invest in the future of americann
manufacturing with new ports,
highways,telecommunication -internet access .Housing
refinance.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: I would cut all federal workes pay
by 3% freeze all federal pay for three years. Combine
departments Make education Health education and
welfare. Cut the federal budget .
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4. HEALTH CARE: I feel we can have free market and
government working with the market to provide health
care to all americans.The government should stop the
employer based health ins system, have a individual ins.
base , no one should be denied. Have Govt. approved
HMO with tort reform , health care admin. courts, no
mandate but you would be responsible for your health
care bills. assistance for low income people
5. IMMIGRATION: A road to citizenship , temp worker
visa, a more realistic approch to securing the border.
Most immigrants bring to and add to america and should
not be feared and demonized. Families should not be torn
apart. We need to allow for more legal immigration , and
attract more educated immigrants. We can make our
immigration problem a benifit , immigration can be a
economic plus for us.
6. ENVIRONMENT: We need to slow climate change and
clean our environment with out destroying our economy
and our national safty. We should invest and fund govt/
university research into renewable energy sources , new
energy. Work on clean coal , trapping co2 making algie .
bio-fuel , funding a good mass transit system.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: you know even in the
game of monopoly there are rules. We need effective
business regulation. We had regulation that would have
stopped a lot of the abuse but was not enforced. We need
more effective regulation not more , however we do need
a active government to keep the market free of abuse
and coruption. We need effective and effecent
government no government is not a answer.
8. PRIORITIES: Health care reform, real reform that
would make major changes to the system not what we
got with phony reform , . Tax reform , Housing reform a
real plan to help homeowners and get more money into
the economy.

Daniel John Bongino
Website: www.bongino.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: As a former
Secret Service Agent, I was one of
the lead security representatives for
Presidential visits. I designed
training programs for the Service on
investigative tactics and led the
investigation breaking the largest
fraud ring in Maryland's history. I
own three small businesses and
have graduate degrees in Psychology and Business. Most
importantly, I’m a husband and father to two girls.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Government must refocus its
efforts and pursue a business climate that is favorable for
job creation and investment. We need to streamline,
flatten and broaden the tax code. Eliminate deductions
and lower corporate and capital gains tax rates to
encourage investment to create quality jobs. Government
needs to stop impeding the American spirit by
encouraging and not punishing success.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: The government is not suffering
from a lack of tax receipts, it’s lacking the discipline to do
the work necessary to eliminate wasteful spending.
Contributing to this problem is the deep roster of career
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bureaucrats who are bound to their donors and the
earmarks that curry their favor. We must elect fresh, new
voices to government who are willing to make the tough
decisions necessary for change.
4. HEALTH CARE: Inserting government bureaucrats
between you and your doctor while at the same time
increasing the cost of insurance coverage is a bad idea.
These factors combined with a loss of freedom and liberty
through the individual mandate is not the answer to fixing
our healthcare system.
5. IMMIGRATION: We must re-evaluate the current
chain migration and diversity visa based system so that
we can attract the world’s best and brightest minds. We
must enforce our immigration laws and avoid rewarding
illegal behavior. We will welcome immigrants with open
arms, but they must follow the established laws and
procedures.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Protecting and developing our
environment and natural resources must be a priority.
The climate is changing as it always has. There is
currently no broad-standing consensus on the factors
causing climate variability. We must consider the cost any
actions have on job opportunities for our lower income
workers and small businesses before act hastily to solve a
problem without a verifiable cause.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I’m running to give real
representation to the working Marylanders. I am not a
member of a privileged political class that speaks for “the
common man” only after the phrases have been poll
tested. I know first hand the feeling of hunger and the
value of a few extra dollars, through reduced tax rates, in
a paycheck. I will be guided by these principles in my
efforts to bring change to government.
8. PRIORITIES: Quality job production must be at the
forefront of any legislative agenda. Real tax reform,
domestic energy production, regulatory reform, a
balanced budget amendment and the re-fortification of a
robust, prosperous economy will be my guiding
principles.

Robert "BRO" Broadus
Website: www.votebro.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I believe in the
rights to life, liberty, and property
protected by our Constitution and Bill of
Rights. I believe that only someone who
will support and defend the Constitution
is qualified to serve as a Senator. I
have 5 years of military experience, and
know what it means to send our sons &
daughters to war. I have run for office
twice, and am always working to
improve the lives of others.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The federal government
should repeal the 16th Amendment & eliminate the
Personal Income Tax. Doing so would put more money in
the hands of every working American, who could then
pay their bills, save it, or re-invest it in the economy.
Doing so would enable the poor to rise out of poverty,
and would not punish the rich for their success. Taxes
should be used to pay off the national debt.
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3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Taxes are not revenue, their sole
purpose is to pay the debts. The FED creates debt when it
prints money & borrows on anticipated tax receipts. This
creates an endless cycle of debt that has never been paid
off since Andrew Jackson. We should eliminate all
government departments not justified by the Constitution
& stop policing the world, allowing taxes to be spent only
on things we approve.
4. HEALTH CARE: That was the House bill, which did not
pass. That version as well as the Senate version wich
passed (the Patient Protection & Afforcable Care Act, or
Obamacare) is blatantly unconstitutional. There is no
Constitutional authority for federal involvement with
healthcare, and it also violates our property rights and is
involuntary servitude to force Americans to buy
healthcare against their will.
5. IMMIGRATION: I support a review of the immigration
quotas we allow for each country on a yearly basis. The
federal government is only authorized to legislate
naturalization process. The specific problem of residence
& immigration should be a local issue left to the several
states and local jurisdictions. I support greater control
over the border, and a comprehensive program to deport
lawbreakers from the USA.
6. ENVIRONMENT: The federal government should allow
the free market to come up with energy solutions that
best suit the needs of consumers. The federal
government should furthermore allow the state
environmental agencies to handle concerns over
emissions & runoff that do not cross state lines. The
federal government's only concern with the environment
otherwise is ensuring a regular agreement between state.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: The Constitution is a non
-partisan document. I will work with every person who is
interested in returning our government to the rule of law,
as established by our Constitution. If we put the liberty
and rights of the American people first, then party does
not matter. However, when we pit people against each
other based on class, race, or other factors, that is when
the Constituion gets lost.
8. PRIORITIES: 1) Ensure that Healthcare be Voluntary,
which means repeal of the Patient Protection & Affordable
Care Act (Obamacare.) 2) Repeal the 16th Amendment &
End the Personal Income Tax 3) Protect marriage as a
union between a man and a woman, and ensure that the
federal government does not impose the homosexual
agenda or the destruction of religious liberty upon the
military or upon the states.

William Thomas Capps Jr.
Website: williamcappsforsenate.com
No response received by deadline.

Richard J. Douglas
Website:
douglasforsenate2012.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am the
only challenger on either side with
Senate experience. I am the only
Iraq veteran, and one of just two
armed forces veterans in the race. I
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have high-level international policy and management
experience in government. I have unique business and
volunteer experience and long Maryland residence. I
offer Marylanders a genuine, compelling and badlyneeded alternative in 2012.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Our government must make
economic recovery a priority equal to stopping the
spread of weapons of mass destruction and ending
Iranian nuclear arms programs. We must not blame
China for problems we have created ourselves through
irresponsible spending and inertia. Our government must
agree upon a national strategy for our nation's economic
future. An unfocused approach to recovery will fail.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: A dutiful Senator strives to
remove barriers to American prosperity. Forceful Senate
leadership can overcome our deficit crisis. It is a matter
of political will. From January 2013, the Senate must use
every tool it has to remove government-built obstacles
to economic recovery and job growth. When such
obstacles are removed, economic activity will accelerate,
and revenue will increase.
4. HEALTH CARE: Affordable health care in America
clearly is a desirable goal. But centralizing more power in
the federal government and imposing mandates will not
get us to that goal. Furthermore, the Act is silent on
matters like interstate portability of insurance, omissions
pointing to compromises driven by politics, not the best
interests of patients. The Act should be repaired or
repealed.
5. IMMIGRATION: I served on the Mexican border. I
have personal experience on the Afghanistan-Pakistan
border and long exposure to immigration law. The key
lesson I have learned is that genuine border security
begins hundreds of miles from the Rio Grande.
Americans who disregard immigration and narcotics laws
undermine our borders and hurt jobless Americans. I will
work to make jobless Americans the priority.
6. ENVIRONMENT: The federal government should
trust Americans to do the right thing willingly when they
understand the benefits. The facts on global climate
change are in dispute. But many related facts are NOT in
dispute. A personal coda of producing less carbon and
waste is a good thing. Too much emphasis on the globe
and coercion is bad. An appeal to individual freedom and
responsibility is better.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I will put country before
party. I reject dogmatism but I welcome vigorous debate
on ideas and principles. Americans have a perfect right
to know where their elected representatives stand on
issues of importance. Elected representatives have a
solemn duty to state their positions with complete
transparency. A thorough airing of key issues is healthy
in a constitutional democracy.
8. PRIORITIES: 1. To make American economic
recovery the very highest national security priority. 2. To
remove harmful government obstacles to job creation. 3.
To defend our borders and national interests. 4. To
safeguard the prerogatives of states and localities. 5. To
ensure that the Senate performs its duties correctly and
on time. 6. To restore integrity and a sense of duty to
the Senate.
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Rick Hoover
Website: www.rickhoover.org
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am a trained and experienced
pastor by trade, but I have worked in the construction
industry for years. I am a fiscal conservative who
believes we need to get the budget balanced and keep it
balanced, with or without an amendment. We shouldn't
need an amendment to tell us to do the right thing. I
know how to make decisions and stick with them.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We need to actually lower
taxes and not just talk about it. We need a fair tax
structure that doesn't stifle people's ability to spend and
save. When people have money to spend they are better
able to invest and start new businesses. We cannot
continue to be a welfare economy and expect growth and
development to follow.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Balance the federal budget and
reduce the size of government. There are several
agencies that can be eliminated such as Education. The
Social Security Administration should be turned over to
the states where it can be greatly reduced in size and
made more efficient. Earmarks should go. Lobbyists
should go. Congressional pensions should be reduced.
4. HEALTH CARE: Leave health care decisions in the
hands of the health care professionals. Force insurance
companies to pay for legitimate medical procedures. Set
the cost of medical procedures so everyone pays a fair
share. Limit premiums and make it free only for those in
poverty.
5. IMMIGRATION: Return illegals as they are found,
especially those who are convicts. Make citizenship
available with proper education and screening of
candidates. Stop giving away free education to
immigrants until they become citizens and show that they
are qualified just like any other citizen.
6. ENVIRONMENT: There is nothing wrong with
reasonable climate controls, but scientists should be
making that decision, not the government.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: We must realize that we
are the greatest nation in history and that this continued
cultural warfare will ultimately destroy us if we don't stop
it now. We must put our country and our children ahead
of petty differences that can and should be settled in a
civil manner. We have laws and they must be adhered to.
No society can survive when it neglects its priorities.
8. PRIORITIES: Balance the budget, fix the tax code,
get the lobbyists out of Washington, fix the legal mess
that we have made of our courts and legal system.

David Jones
Website:
www.davidjonesforsenate.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Well I don't
have an enviable candidate resume.
I'm a single dad. I'm a carpenter in
Charles Village and I'm filling out
this questionare at work. I'm a
graduate of Calvert Hall High School
and attended Towson University for
business until it was to costly. The
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only qualification/experience I have is that of an ordinary
citizen and this government needs more people like us
guiding its decisions.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The current government
economic model is one based on government growth as
a good thing and high unemployment a necessary evil.
Government growth leads to inflation, that is why the
poor get poorer as the value of what little they have
falls. The economy today is one of International
dependency. We should leverage that to return jobs.
Simply, if we don't have jobs we can't buy what they
produce.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We had this problem after WWII
and we did not tax our way out nor did we inflate our
way out, we grew. We put people to work, we produced,
and we spread the tax burden out so that it did not
hinder progress. We are capable of doing that again and
with a world economy accessible to our production it
won't take long to succeed. Government can only tax us,
not grow for us, and we need to grow again.
4. HEALTH CARE: "Get while the gettin is good" is not a
good phylosoghy to lead a country and thats exactly how
we got "Obamacare". It will have the same impact on us
as everything else brought about in this way. We
suffered Iraq, the getting was good. We suffered a
housing meltdown, the getting was good. Now our health
will suffer, well thats no dam good. Discuss for resolve,
thats my way and its good for all.
5. IMMIGRATION: I think I'm the only candidate that
supports a wall. I do not desire one but if thats what it
takes in order to protect whats within these borders then
thats what we build. What we have here is worth
protecting. Managing who and how many can come here
is all part of properly growing this country so more can
come and partake later. We need to curtail migrant
growth and put citizens to work first.
6. ENVIRONMENT: I'm not entirely sold on the global
warming stuff if thats what climate change refers to.
However, if global warming is caused by man made
greenhouse gases then we should be able to make a
positive impact if we handle our next economic steps
properly. We need jobs returned. Developing nations
have to get a grip on their environemental impact for
their own good. Sounds like an opportunity to trade.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I stand for whats right.
No party and no political phylosoghy will convince me to
set aside what I believe in just to accomplish a political
win. My country needs to win. When that happens those
who serve in public office have accomplishment backing
them and need a lot less from special interest groups to
retain their jobs. I'll encourage them all to do a great job
for us and earn easy elections.
8. PRIORITIES: Economic action: take advantage of
the leverage and opportunity we have to get people back
to work. Immigration: do what makes sense for those
that come here and for ourselves. Energy: their are ways
to have stability in our energy supplies that won't hurt
the environement and are more affordable then
investing in unproven green technology. Education: we
don't have to lag behind the world.
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John B. Kimble
Website: www.kimbleforsenate.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Member,
National Rifle Association;
member, American Civil Liberties
Union; Leadership Council
member, Southern Poverty Law
Center; member, Defenders of
Wildlife; member, American
Association for Justice; member,
Union of Concerned Scientists. I
have challenged our government
for redress of numerous civil rights
violations of our citizens. I was the 4th District Congress
nominee-from 1996-2002.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We need to remove ethanol
from gasoline to lower the cost of energy and lower the
cost of food. Curtail the number of H1 visas allowed so
that the jobs for Americans are for Americans and not
foreigners. We must also stop the spending of our
government on programs that don't work and also raise
the value of the dollar so that the cost of fuel goes lower
to promote jobs and give more money to spend
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We need to lower taxes on
businesses that don't outsource and raise taxes on
companies that outsource and raise taxes on the
extremely rich on a more progressive rate and lower
taxes on middle class Americans. The deficit will go down
once the economy picks back up but we have to give it
time and stop wasting money on people from other
countries. Low interest loans in older areas for
rejuvenation.
4. HEALTH CARE: We can either repeal the entire act or
go through the entire act and remove what is bad and
replace it with a law that will actually help people get
health care and curtail burdensome costs. Health care
costs should all be tax deductible and health care
companies must be allowed to cross state lines. Older
Americans who need health care should be covered by
Medicare replacing illegal aliens.
5. IMMIGRATION: Illegal immigrants should not get
amnesty and any other illegal immigrants that have come
here and commit crimes should be deported immediately.
Non citizens should not be given preference for jobs and
US citizenship must be required for jobs. English must be
the official language and all immigrants coming into
America should have a background check. We must stop
welfare for babies of illegals.
6. ENVIRONMENT: We should outlaw "fracking" which
pumps water at high pressure underground and destroys
the ground water and causes cancer. We must address
the issue of pollution on our economy and make sure that
large companies do their fair share to ensure the
cleanliness of our environment. I do believe that we
should also have areas that are protected from building
so that we can stop deforestation of the US.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I am a gregarious and
compassionate person who understands that all people
have opinions and beliefs that may be different than mine
but I will work with them to have the best ideas and
plans made for doing what is "right" and not just
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"politically correct". But I have watched congress for
many years and nothing has really changed. There are
just too many people in congress with too large of egos.
8. PRIORITIES: We must revitalize America's economy
and remove ethanol from fuel so that food costs and
energy costs are lowered which will help the economy.
We should lower property taxes on elderly and disabled
people. Pass laws that will require equality in hate crime
legislation to protect all people and equal pay for women
in the workplace. Lowering the number of Visas for
workers so Americans get the jobs.

Brian Vaeth
Website: www.vaeth4senator.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been
serving in the public sector as a
firefighter for Baltimore City. I was
seriously injured in the Line of Duty
and because of the City's
incompetence, I was left with no
disability benefit at all. Our
ineffective government is
incompetent...I know, I worked for them.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Pass tax breaks and
incentives directly on to the consumer rather than giving
them to corporations. Put a fundamentally sound energy
policy in effect that includes more renewable sources.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We need to reassess the amount
of foreign aid we give out to countries who harbor antiAmerican sentiments. We need to hold China responsible
for manipulating our economy and poisoning our children
with their toxic products. We can use the money to give
businesses right here at home a low interest loan and
subsidy to make them competitive in the global
marketplace.
4. HEALTH CARE: My opinion is that this legislation
stinks! The healthcare mandate is unconstitutional and it
is intrusive from the start. We need to remove the
element of fraud and the unreasonable expense that is
paid to lawyers, in regard to Medicaid and the elderly.
That system is seriously broken.
5. IMMIGRATION: I support Legal Immigration. I do
not support allowing illegals to stay here in this country,
while American taxpayer's foot the bill. They can follow
the process that is in place to become a citizen, just like
my great-great grandfather did after immigrating here
from Poland.
6. ENVIRONMENT: As I am in the renewable energy
industry, I am biased here. Benefits for renewable
energy need to be directed to individuals rather than to
corporations, so that the technology can be implemented
on a much larger scale.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Vote the way my
constituents tell me to and not for the good of the party!
8. PRIORITIES: To institute a Firefighter's Bill of Rights
for members of our public safety sectors. To fix the
medicaid and medicare system and to adjust the amount
of entitlements that are handed out corporations.

Corrogan R. Vaughn
Website: vaughn4maryland.com
No response received by deadline.
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US Representative

Duties: Representatives share responsibility with Senators for enactment of the nation’s laws as provided for in the U.S. Constitution. They may also conduct investigations on issues of national importance.
Laws that require payment of taxes are initiated in the House of Representatives. Representatives have
the responsibility for determining whether a public official should be tried if accused of a crime.
How Elected: The United States is divided into 435 Congressional districts that are reapportioned after
each decennial census. All seats in the House of Representatives are up for election in every evennumbered year. A Representative must be at least 25 years of age and must have been a citizen for at
least 7 years.
Term: Two years, no term limit.
Base Salary: $174,000.
Questions for US Representatives:
1. QUALIFICATIONS: What are your qualifications/experience for this office?
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: What, if anything, should the federal government do to strengthen the national
economy and create jobs?
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: What are your views on addressing the federal deficit and producing revenue?
4. HEALTH CARE: What is your position on the Affordable Health Care for America Act?
5. IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, do you support to immigration policy?
6. ENVIRONMENT: What, if anything, should the federal government do to slow down the rate of climate
change?
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: What will you do to reach beyond partisan dogma to resolve issues?
8. PRIORITIES: What are your legislative priorities?
Candidate responses were limited to 400 characters. All answers appear exactly as submitted. Contact
information may be found at www.elections.state.md.us/elections/2012/primary_candidates/index.html.

District 2

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

C. A. Dutch Ruppersberger
Website: www.dutchforcongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have served
in public office for 27 years, first as a
Baltimore County Councilman, then as
Baltimore County Executive. I have
served 5 terms in Congress, am
Ranking Member of the House
Intelligence Committee and a former
appropriator. I was named a centrist in
annual Congressional ratings and I
support common sense legislation on
issues that matter most, like creating
jobs and national security.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We must get our fiscal house
in order by reducing government spending, eliminating
our debt and increasing revenue where appropriate. We
must relieve businesses of onerous, unnecessary
regulations, increase our exporting, boost manufacturing
and provide tax incentives for businesses to grow and
hire.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: All new tax cuts or new spending
must be offset by costs to other programs. We must
review the entire federal budget for waste, redundancies
and expendable programs. I believe we must take a
balanced approach to deficit reduction through spending
cuts, new revenue, entitlement reform and simplifying
the tax code.
4. HEALTH CARE: I supported this legislation because it
addresses soaring healthcare costs, the wellbeing of
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seniors and children, and the needs of small business.
This bill does not impact Americans who have insurance
they like, will help keep premiums in check and reduce
costs for seniors. I believe it is wrong for insurance
companies to deny coverage based on pre-existing
conditions and cancel it for sickness.
5. IMMIGRATION: We must first work to prevent illegal
immigration by securing our borders. We must also crack
down on businesses who hire illegal immigrants at the
expense of American workers.
6. ENVIRONMENT: I support alternative energy
sources to reduce our reliance on unstable foreign oil
nations and slow the effects of climate change. All
options must be on the table including wind, solar and
nuclear, which will reduce our carbon footprint and
create jobs. We must fund energy research and provide
tax credits for energy-efficient homeowners and
businesses as well as fuel-efficient vehicles.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I was recently named a
centrist in annual Congressional ratings. I work closely
with members of both parties on common sense
legislation. A good example is my partnership with the
House Intelligence Committee’s Chairman, Republican
Mike Rogers. Together, we cut $1 billion from the
intelligence budget without affecting our national
security and are co-sponsoring a bill to address the
cyber threat.
8. PRIORITIES: The issues that matter most are
creating jobs, saving homes, reducing government waste
and protecting our nation.
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Ray Bly
Website: raybly.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I lived on both sides of the street
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Bring back fair trade to the
country like Md. had in the 60s
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Bring home the army and stop
giving money to most countrys of the world
4. HEALTH CARE: not obamas but true national health
care for all
5. IMMIGRATION: illegal are illegal make them go
home and get national ids.
6. ENVIRONMENT: no climate change is happening
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: explain the truth to them
8. PRIORITIES: term limits no retament and get the
money out of it

Vlad Degen
Website: www.vladdegen2012.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: An
understanding and deep respect
for the Constitution of the United
states; I will swear to uphold and
defend it. Educated at the
California Institute of Technology,
and as a graduate student at
Louisiana State University. A
twenty year career in computer
software design and development,
which requires working with teams
of people and applying analytic
skills to understand and solve problems.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Stop preventing the private
sector from creating jobs by returning the federal
government to its constitutional limitations. Limit the
creation of new regulations on manufacture and on
voluntary commerce; evaluate and where possible
eliminate current regulations. Reduce overseas spending.
Cease subsidies and bailouts of inefficient companies.
Return our money to a sound,inflation free footing.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Immediate cuts in federal
domestic and overseas spending, followed by massive
downsizing of government through attrition. Federal
government must once again become limited, not
unlimited and with unlimited aspirations. No more deficit
spending. The people of the United States and their
posterity must cease to be regarded as revenue sources
for ever expanding federal government activity and debt.
4. HEALTH CARE: Its mandate that all Americans must
carry only government-approved health insurance is
unconstitutional. It should be repealed.
5. IMMIGRATION: Streamline legal immigration.
Withdraw welfare benefits for illegal immigrants.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Nothing. There are many critical
issues, even crises, facing our nation and our elected
representatives today. "Climate Change" is not among
them.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: The policies of personal
and economic freedom, respect for the dignity of the
people, limited government, adherence to the rule of law,
and peace, appeal across the spectrum to economic
conservatives, progressives, and antiwar and civil liberty
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minded individuals. Coalitions can be built on this broad
appeal to these basic American values.
8. PRIORITIES: Ensuring that the government respects
its own constitutional boundaries; all legislation proposed
by congress must have specific authorization in the
constitution. Protecting American's civil liberties.
Protecting small businesses and entrepreneurs from
stifling regulations. Reducing taxes. De-funding and
repealing ObamaCare. Ending federal subsidies and
bailouts. Cutting federal spending.

Rick Impallaria
Website: www.RickForCongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Ten years in the Maryland House
of Delegates as a member of the House Economic
Matters Committee. Gained expertise in utilities, energy
production, insurance, business, etc. Small business
owner
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Federal, state, and local
governments must get out of the way of business, cut
out over-regulation, and let the private sector create
jobs, which creates wealth for our citizens.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: It is a sound economic principle
that lowering tax rates produces more revenue for the
government. Second, we must eliminate all federal
“nanny state” programs and let people alone to run their
lives
4. HEALTH CARE: This excursion into socialized
medicine should be repealed.
5. IMMIGRATION: Close the border to illegal
immigration, cut out benefits for those illegally in the
country, immediate deportation of illegal aliens caught
committing a crime. This will free up jobs for American
citizens.
6. ENVIRONMENT: It is the height of arrogance to
think that mankind’s actions affect the CLIMATE. Climate
is the result of solar activity, ocean activity, atmospheric
activity. What arrogance to think we can control any part
of these!
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I am and have always
been open to reasoned discourse from everyone.
8. PRIORITIES: #1 – make energy affordable. Drill for
oil here and produce our own gasoline. Build nuclear
power plants to generate cheap electricity. Put a cap on
the size of federal government, to be no more that 5%
of private sector jobs.

Nancy C. Jacobs
Website: NancyJacobsforCongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Former small
business owner, teacher,state
senator, passed Jessica's
Law,increased jail time for child sex
offenders, passed Md's first anti-gang
laws, prevented toll hike for cars on
Hatem Bridge,twice named to MD Top
100 Women, voted Senator of the
Year by MD State's Attorney Assoc. I
bring about cooperation without
compromising my principles.Mother of
3, wife, and grandmother of 7.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Stop
raising taxes and reduce the taxes we have. Put the
brakes on big government spending. Quit over regulating
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businesses and let business do what they do best- create
jobs.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Balance the budget. Don’t
continue to borrow more money from China to try to
cover our debt. We need to rein in spending so we don’t
have this debt. Stop over regulating and put a sunset on
all regulations. Simplify and reform the U.S. tax code.
4. HEALTH CARE: Obama Care is unconstitutional and
must be repealed. It is not the function of federal
government to force citizens to buy any government
approved product or service.
5. IMMIGRATION: Secure the border, enforce current
immigration laws, and require the use of E-Verify when
hiring employees. The price of Citizenship today should
be as cherished and honored as it was when so many of
our own parents and grandparents came to this country
and earned their citizenship.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Scientists understand earth
experienced significant changes over time that had
nothing to do with man's activities.There isn't consensus
regarding causes of climate change.Climate experienced
changes prior to the use of fossil fuels. Fed government
should use extreme caution before enacting laws causing
further pain to fragile economy that effectively do nothing
to slow down climate change.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I’ll do the same thing
I’ve always done. I’ll work with both democrats and
republicans to build logical common sense consensus and
solutions.
8. PRIORITIES: Repeal Obama Care, simplify and
reform the U.S. tax code. Achieve American energy
independence. Shrink the size of federal government and
pass a balanced budget amendment. Stop borrowing
money from China and learn to live within our means.
Enact term limits.

Howard H. Orton
Website: www.facebook.com/howardortonforcongress
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have a
Masters in Public Administration and
have been married for 24 years.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We need
cut taxes on American businesses and
tax imports at a higher rate.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Congress
needs to pass a balanced budget act.
We also must stop the automatic 8%
increase in government programs,
why should spending go up when the
average Americans pay does not
increase by 8% a year thereby putting all of us at a
disadvantage. We need to pass a national sales tax such
as the fair tax instead of the payroll tax so that everyone
pays not just those of us with a real job and a W2.
4. HEALTH CARE: I believe it is a mistake that should be
voted out.
5. IMMIGRATION: We need Immigrants to grow our
economy there are a lot of jobs that many who live here
refuse to do that migrant workers do such as pick crops.
We need a system that allows for legal Immigrants to
continue working and those who are illegal to become
legal or sent home.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Invest in nuclear energy and allow
more drilling for natural resources here instead of
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shipping oil and gas from around the world. If it comes
from here it produces more American jobs and we do not
have the pollution from shipping it in.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I will agree to vote on
any bill that makes sense and adheres to the
Constitution.
8. PRIORITIES: To balance the budget and cut taxes so
that America can once again become the best nation in
the World instead of heading toward disaster.

Larry Smith
Website: www.larrysmith4congress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Leadership:
An Army lieutenant colonel, I am a
small business advocate, a friend of
the taxpayer and concerned citizen. I
was a Maryland racehorse trainer and
Army National Guard officer before
9/11 led me to six years of active
duty at the Pentagon; tours in
Afghanistan and Korea; a master’s
degree in public policy; and nine
months on Capitol Hill as a
congressional staffer.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Embrace North American
energy, reform health care tort laws, lower the corporate
tax rate, permit American companies to expand in
America, remove tax loopholes, eliminate the cap on
high-skilled immigrants, regulate more sensibly, build
infrastructure that yields positive returns on investment,
make old government buildings more energy efficient,
and clear the patent application backlog.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Remains America's single biggest
threat. We must apply best mix of Simpson-Bowles,
Domenici-Rivlin, GAO, Gang of Six, & Coburn reports.
Elect leaders to Washington who will hold Congress to
task, including means testing Medicare, block granting
Medicaid, raising the age and wage cap for Social
Security, requiring 60% majorities to pass deficit
spending, and telling Congress, "No budget, no pay."
4. HEALTH CARE: Should be fixed directly or via Repeal
& Replace. Remove IPAB, but keep exchanges as a
means of instituting interstate insurance markets and
increasing consumer choice. Also maintain "guaranteed
issue," family coverage up to age 26, prohibition on
rescissions, and grants for state experimentation with
tort reform. Implementation should be frozen to create
something Americans can broadly accept.
5. IMMIGRATION: Mandate use of E-Verify; withhold
federal funds from Sanctuary States; rotate National
Guard to border; allow current illegals with employer
sponsors to stay and pay off a $5K illegal entry fine;
remove numerical cap on high-skilled immigrants; allow
DREAM Act children access to a tuition rate that is 33%
higher than the in-state rate.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Maximize RESEARCH on alternative,
clean fuel sources and then market them when they're
economically competitive, especially to China, India and
the rest of the non-OECD countries, because that is
where the vast majority of our greenhouse gas
emissions are coming from.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Promote the 12 Step
Plan created by NoLabels (www.nolabels.org), especially
"No Budget, no pay." The primary role of Congress is
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passing an annual budget. If Congress can't make
spending and budget decisions on time, members
shouldn't be paid on time. Will also hire up to 20% nonRepublicans for my congressional staff. I also support
term limits of 20 yrs for House, 30 years for Senate.
8. PRIORITIES: 1.) Ending the political gamesmanship
that is crippling the federal government. 2.) Improving

accountability and fiscal honesty in Washington. 3.)
Reviving the economy by revolutionizing our energy,
health, immigration and education policies. 4.)
Strengthening our national security, even during times of
limited resources, and 5.) Controlling the national deficit
and debt.

District 3

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

David H. Lockwood
Website: www.DaveLockwoodforCongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have over
30 years of creating solutions and
consensus in the real world. My strategic insights search outside the box
to capture new alternatives to intractable problems. The underlying problem of the federal government is its
inability to pay its bills. My Solution
to the Deficit and the Debt is innovative, flexible, and realistic.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The
government’s primary role is to enable the economy to flourish so businesses can create real,
lasting jobs. I support repairing and upgrading infrastructure – roads, bridges, and water. The federal government
should take a light hand in trying to directly create jobs.
Too often, handouts are wasted and the jobs disappear
when the handouts disappear.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: I have developed a real Solution
to eliminate the deficit and the debt. Visit
www.DaveLockwoodforCongress.com for the details. A
Democratic plank of fiscal responsibility would resonate
with millions of moderate Republicans, independents, and
fallen Dems and win back the House. It's time to stop
shoveling our debt onto our children and grandchildren.
Fiscal Responsibility is OUR responsibility.
4. HEALTH CARE: Generally support the provision of
health care for all. Health care costs cannot continue to
exceed the rate of economic growth.
5. IMMIGRATION: We have established laws that define
the legal method of entering our country and working
here. Many have flouted this. With that said, those undocumented immigrants who peacefully work here and
pay taxes should not be a priority for persecution. Support the DREAM Act.
6. ENVIRONMENT: The federal government should work
within the international community to limit CO2 emissions, without allowing unfair advantages to our trade
competitors. The government should encourage R&D in
green technologies to establish our position in these
emerging industries.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: The optimal strategy is
to include the best ideas from both sides. My Solution to
the Deficit and the Debt captures the best aspects of several tax themes while keeping the pressure on Congress
to reduce expenditures. President Obama has reached
out to Republicans time and again. As long as Republicans refuse to compromise, the best thing Democrats can
do is control both Houses and govern well.
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8. PRIORITIES: Reduce federal deficits and the debt.
My Solution incorporates human nature to control Congress’ propensity to over-spend. Eroding the financial
foundation of America diminishes our ability to remain
the shining light of freedom, equality, tolerance, and the
rule of law for the rest of the world. Our children deserve
to inherit as good an America as we did. There is no time
to waste.

John Sarbanes

Website: www.johnsarbanes.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Congressman Sarbanes has
served in Congress since 2007.
Born and raised in Baltimore, he
has experience working in the private, public and non-profit sectors.
Before coming to Congress, he
worked with the Maryland State
Superintendent, represented nonprofit hospitals and senior living
providers and championed efforts
to protect consumers and ensure
fair treatment in the workplace.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: One of
my top priorities in Congress is creating jobs for Americans. We can get our economy moving again by literally
rebuilding America – schools, parks, roads and public
transportation are in desperate need of repair. We can
spark a resurgence in manufacturing – “made in America” once more – if we rebuild here at home and invest in
innovation and technology.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We need a balanced approach to
deficit reduction that cuts spending but does not endanger economic growth. Any comprehensive deficitreduction package will include tough choices about entitlements, tax revenue, defense and discretionary spending. Enacting measures that will truly improve our fiscal
condition will require shared sacrifice and tradeoffs between government services and tax policy.
4. HEALTH CARE: I supported ACA because I believe it
will reduce the cost of health care and provide access to
care for those who currently don’t have insurance. It will
lower costs for seniors; ban discrimination due to preexisting conditions; cap out-of-pocket expenses and do
away with lifetime limits. I will work to ensure that the
law is fully implemented.
5. IMMIGRATION: I support a policy that considers
both national security and economic interests, as well as
the need to provide a fair, legal framework for individuals who want to come to America. I support improved
border security and law enforcement, a focus on punishing employers who knowingly hire undocumented workers, and a practical approach to addressing undocumented workers currently in the country.
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6. ENVIRONMENT: The government can do many things
to slow the rate of climate change: invest in clean energy
technologies; cap and reduce greenhouse gases; require
utility companies to generate energy from renewable
sources; develop capabilities to capture and store carbon
emissions; and advance smart grid technologies so electricity is delivered efficiently.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I work every day to advance responsible legislation that accomplishes meaningful
change and will have a positive impact on the American
people. These successes give me the energy and optimism
to continue to work for what I believe is right.
8. PRIORITIES: My legislative priorities include leading
efforts to clean up the Chesapeake Bay and protect the
environment; expanding higher education opportunities to
help students attend and afford college; advocating for
campaign finance reform so that we can get special interest money out of politics; and pushing for full implementation of the health reform law.

Republican Candidates
Republicans may vote for no more than 1.

Armand F. Girard
Website: agirard.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Member of
REP Balto Central Committee ..6
years Past President of Maryland
Chapter of Repeal the Draft Officer
Army..Infantry Educator....48 Years
Tax Payer...Fifty Years
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Improve
the infrastructure .. bridges.. railroads..water ...sewage..ETC..for jobs
National Economy...Get out of Subsidizing mortgages...and let the privates sector do it's job.. Stop handing
out free money...and let CDS and savings have a good
return..3-4 percent.. BALANCE THE BUDGET
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Pass a balanced budget amendment... Reform and simplify IRS....Flat Tax....increase existing FED taxes (Gas,Alcohol,Phone,Etc)
4. HEALTH CARE: I think all should have health care....all
should be afforded the care Senators and FED workers
have...A sliding scale for premiums based on income
5. IMMIGRATION: Triage...Start with all those illegals
who have been here for 15 years.or more..If they pass
standards, give them a Green Card. Standards... Police
Record, Speak English, Etg Have heavy fines for employers hiring illegals No free services ..Verify system applied
Close border by military now..
6. ENVIRONMENT: Develop a modern rail system..as
Europe has....and have a viable option for travel besides
cars..
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: When Tip O'Neal was
Speaker...after the session...he would have a drink with
Republicans.. and laugh...we are all Americans...we need
to socialize and laugh more together and not be so serious...
8. PRIORITIES: I want all of the deductions of Soc Sec
to go to Soc Sec..at present they go to Congress that
spends 25-30 percent of it. For the youth..personal accounts for Soc Sec option...same option as FED workers..retire at 55 IRS replaced by flat tax and increase existing federal taxes...gas, alcohol, Etc.
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Thomas E. "Pinkston" Harris
No response received by deadline.

Eric Delano Knowles
Website: KnowlesforCongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Just like anyone reading this who meets the Constitutional criteria, it is our duty to
take part in the government that presides over our lives. In addition to
that I'm a veteran of the Air Force
who has sworn an oath to the Constitution. I possess integrity and I have
the fortitude to not be swayed by special interest. I know that my loyalty
lies with the Constitution, Liberty and the People.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: It is imperative that the government immediately change our monetary policy, in
accordance with the Constitution. The problem with our
economy stems from the fact that our dollar is weak due
to overprinting. This is compounded by too much government involvement in the private and free market
through regulations and high taxation which stifles
growth and creates doubt in employers.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: The government should always
pass a balanced budget. We should not spend money we
do not have as this has become a national security issue
putting us all at risk with their irresponsibility. Americans
are taxed high enough already through many forms of
taxation to include inflation. There is only one way to fix
our deficit issue; less spending. Starting with the 2 wars
we can no longer afford.
4. HEALTH CARE: No one should be forced by the Federal Government to purchase a product or service. If
government really wanted health care to be affordable,
they would get out of the business of regulating our
choices and allow for more open markets. This would
drive down prices and increase quality. With this bill,
government wants to create a monopoly that only it controls. Raising costs and lowering quality.
5. IMMIGRATION: The path to citizenship for those
wishing to come to the country should be made easier
and faster. We should welcome all who would want to
contribute to our prosperity. It is largely due to the fact
that it is easier to come here illegally and make money
that people choose that wrong path, even with facing the
consequences of getting caught. Provide incentive for
lawfulness, not lawlessness.
6. ENVIRONMENT: There is still much debate as to the
causes of 'climate change' which used to be 'global
warming' but now is able to encompass any change hotter or colder due to the terminology. Until the problem is
universally defined and identified how does one formulate a plan to address an issue that is largely unknown?
As far as the environment in general, government should
enforce strict property rights.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I will stress the fact that
if we do not work together to responsibly and voluntarily
reduce what government spends our tax dollars on; we
will be forced to do it involuntarily when the economy
continues to deteriorate due to a weak dollar and inflation. On issues of Liberty (Patriot Act, NDAA provisions,
etc.), I will inform voters and let them vote out those
who vote to violate our liberties.
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8. PRIORITIES: Repeal any legislation that violates our
Bill of Rights. Force government to respect and defend
our Liberties. Monetary reform. Spending reform. Reducing the burden of government in the aspects of our lives
that it is incapable of administrating. Return powers delegated to the states, local government and individuals to
their Constitutional balance in accordance with the 10th
amendment.

Draper S. Phelps
Website: www.wix.com/phelpsdraper/
forcongressofannapolis
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have volunteered for both Gov.
Bob Ehrlichs' and Lt. Michael Steeles' Campaigns. I enjoy
involving myself in the community. I interact well with
other people. I have worked on the Student Government
when I was in college.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: In order to strengthen the
national economy; we first must lower the taxes and cut
out the governmental spending. The Democratic Party
says "They are for the poor;" but on the other hand the
Democrats raise the taxes in which is a contradiction. As
Republicans; we will save the economy from going off the
cliff. Our plan as Republicans would be spend less and cut
the taxes.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: In order to address the federal
budget; we must get rid of the O'Bama and Nancy Pelosi
ideology. Once we lower the taxes; supply and demand
will increase. Citizens will have more money in their pock-

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

District 3
ets and purses. This plan would get us out of a federal
deficit and produce revenue.
4. HEALTH CARE: In order to afford healthcare; we
must offer more than medicare and medicaid. The government should sit down with each other and discuss
better medicare plans. With these health care plans; we
will secure the help that our Citizens needs to afford
emergency bills, dental. and other bills people can not
afford.
5. IMMIGRATION: Personally; I do not support illegal
immigration. The word illegal means the act is against
the law. We must also secure our borders so people can
not arrive here illegally.
6. ENVIRONMENT: To slow down the rate of climate
change: 1. We must not pollute or liter 2. Hire more environmentalists 3. Build more electronic automobiles 4.
Give fines to people that liter
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I will make sure the Citizens get their help that they all need and should have.
Leadership Matters in our Democracy. We must support
our Vets since they have all faught hard for us. Finally;
we must get rid of all the crime rates that we all suffer
from in our neighborhoods. This also means helping addicts and alcoholics to get off of their personal addictions. I will bring an honest platform.
8. PRIORITIES: 1. Get rid of crime including drugs 2.
Healthcare 3. How Students are being taught 4. Secure
our borders 5. Lower taxes 6. Not over spending

District 4

vent price gouging by enabling states to review private
insurers’ premium increases to determine if they are exWebsite: www.donnaedwardsforcongress.com
cessive or unjustified, while holding insurance companies
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I represent
accountable. This provision has saved consumers milMaryland’s 4th CD and serve on the
lions of dollars.
Transportation and Infrastructure
5. IMMIGRATION: Finding a workable solution to the
Committee, the Science and Techissue of immigration is critical to the nation's future.
nology Committee where I am rankChanges to our immigration system cannot be done in a
ing member on the Technology and
patchwork approach with 20, 30 or 50 different state
Innovation Subcommittee, the Comlaws. As we continue to see individual states create their
mittee on Ethics, and am an execuown, often unfair, immigration policies, it is imperative
tive member of the Tom Lantos Huthat the federal government take the lead on compreman Rights Commission.
hensive immigration reform.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Job cre6. ENVIRONMENT: The federal government must help
ation is the top priority. We must
slow the rate of climate change. Last year more than
pass comprehensive jobs legislation, such as President
22% of roll call votes were to undermine environmental
Obama’s American Jobs Act, which includes investing
protection. This acceleration shows a tendency to pro$625 million in Maryland infrastructure projects that
mote industry interests over environmental protection. I
would create at least 8,100. I sponsored H.R. 689 which
introduced legislation to promote green infrastructure
would increase and make permanent the R&D tax credit
into stormwater management, and improve air quality
and increase the domestic manufacturing tax credit to
by upgrading construction equipment.
spur innovation and create jobs.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Hyper-partisanship is
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: For the long-term fiscal health of
detrimental to addressing our challenges. I have been
this nation, we must reduce the deficit and balance our
open to bipartisanship, working across the aisle on sevbudget. However, that must not come at the expense of
eral pieces of legislation. I will continue working with my
the well-being of working families and our nation’s most
colleagues to make public policy, not politics, the main
vulnerable. We must make the necessary investments in
concern. As a Member of the Ethics Committee, I take
such things as education, unemployment insurance, Pell
very seriously the responsibility of “cleaning up" our
grants, infrastructure, and our social safety net until the
House to restore integrity to congress.
economy is fully recovered.
8. PRIORITIES: Job creation and economic growth are
4. HEALTH CARE: I am a strong proponent of the Afmy top priorities. I am also leading the fight to protect
fordable Care Act. I championed a key provision to preentitlement programs and our federal workers who face
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ongoing attacks. Finally, we are seeing the Citizens’ United decision continue to allow our airwaves to be flooded
with millions of dollars. I reintroduced a constitutional
amendment to reverse the Supreme Court’s flawed ruling.

Ian Garner
Website:
www.IanGarnerforCongress.com
No response received by deadline.

George McDermott
Website: GeorgeMcDermott2012.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I personally believe I am eminently qualified and possess the experience necessary to
hold this office and administer the duties and responsibilities commensurate with the office, I am seeking. Thanks
to the efforts of Donna Edwards. Over 50 judges and corrupt court clerks. Not to mention the thieving lawyers. All
acting outside of their oath of office under 5 USC 2902. I
am qualified in the law.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: Follow the example of Iceland. Tell the international bankers who have bankrupted
this country to go pound sand. Hold a national referendum on whether to refuse payment to international bankers who have sucked this country's life, but while destroying Wall Street with the help of America's Mafia controlled legal system. Corruption in our predatory banking
system must stop. To create jobs.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Start by telling the citizens of this
country the truth that Congress has sold our nation out to
corporate interest who exported our economy overseas
for campaign dollars to get themselves reelected. Who
support Ron Paul's legislation to have the banks repay
$1.7 trillion in illegal loans they received while foreclosing
on millions of Americans homes and businesses; fraudulently under color of law
4. HEALTH CARE: Every American deserves healthcare,
as a minimum requirement, and standard of living. Stop
waste, fraud and abuse in the medical system, by legal
frivolous malpractice suits against hospitals and doctors
by ambulance chasing bottom feeding lawyers. Abolish
corporate protection for corporations engaged in criminal
activity, ripping off the Medicare system. Seize their assets. Put them in jail
5. IMMIGRATION: Have a national seven-day amnesty.
December 1 to December 7, 2012 where all immigrants
who are undocumented can apply for amnesty to stay in
this country. Those who apply should be given amnesty
upon providing proper paperwork. And contribute to the
rebuilding of America. Any person entering. After December 7, 2012. Illegals entering this country waive all rights
as free men at their own risk.
6. ENVIRONMENT: The US government should do everything in his power to slow global climate change. Due to
the inactions of our past congresses America's address
this problem by shifting American industry overseas along
with our jobs and our children's future. America's energy
companies are suppressing technology already developed
to increase our dependency on their products. Change is
needed in this area.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Introduce legislation rePage 20

vising the House ethics manual committee on standards
of official conduct for Congress. Making all members of
Congress legally responsible, under 5 USC 2902-2907
for breaches of their oath of office. To address the corruption within our court system, and criminal justice system that is destroying this nation; and bann corporate
donations in all national election's.
8. PRIORITIES: (1) Propose legislation to make all
courts, courts of record, standardized administrative procedures ensuring justice for all, not just lying lawyers.
(2) propose legislation abolishing self enacted judicial
immunity for judges. (3) propose legislation making all
government employees responsible to repay legal expenses paid and waive their retirements upon conviction
of any crime under Title 18.

Republican Candidates
Republicans may vote for no more than 1.

Randy Gearhart

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Father, Grandfather, Veteran, American. Graduate
of UMUC, and the Institute on the
Constitution. Have studied and read
the Constitutions of the United States
and State of Maryland. Have sworn
and upheld my oath to God and will
support and defend the Constitution.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: When government does its job the economy will
be strong and people will find pursuits which are best for
themselves and their families. Government's interference
with the market is the root cause of our biggest problems today. Government should limit itself to protecting
the rights of the governed and allow them to create work
and strengthen their communities.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Our problem is too much spending. Government is NOT a business. Its purpose is to
protect our rights so that we can fulfill our personal responsibility to protect our families and local communities. If our federal government were to cut spending and
remove its 'helping hand' from our lives America would
quickly return to a more positive outlook for health and
prosperity.
4. HEALTH CARE: The Affordable Health Care act
should be repealed. If there are portions of this bill which
serve the public good they can be reintroduced to the
Representatives in Congress for open and honest debate.
The debate should begin with an examination of Congress' constitutional authority to enact the legislation.
5. IMMIGRATION: We have laws and policy that are
not being enforced today. Congress should take responsibility for its assigned duties and insist that the Executive branch do the same. As part of taking responsibility,
Congress should perform an overhaul of immigration
policy with special attention and respect for the rights of
our border and portal States.
6. ENVIRONMENT: If a group of Americans band together to fight global climate change it is the role of government to ensure that group's right to defend its resources, property, and funds from theft or destruction.
That group also has a right to conduct research, publish
material, and make peaceful attempts to persuade others to their side.
League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County
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7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: There are 'issues of procedure' and 'issues of principle'. If the matter at hand
passes the Constitutional test (is it a responsbility that
has been delegated to the Congress) it becomes the
sworn duty of the Representatives to resolve any differences and find a solution. If it fails the test, is unconstitutional, it becomes a duty to oppose it.
8. PRIORITIES: 1. Repeal the Affordable Health Care
Act. 2. Restore our fiscal standing at home and in the
world. In doing so we need to assure that our obligations
to veterans and Social Security are met. 3. Work to nullify the effects of harmful treaties which compromise our
national sovereignty. Much of this can be acomplished by
returning rightful authority to State and local governments.

Greg Holmes
No response received by deadline.

Faith M. Loudon
Website: www.FaithLoudon.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been
active in my community.
No response received by deadline.

Charles Shepherd
Website: no website as yet
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Article 1 sets forth the quals for
candidacy that must be met: Must be
25 years of age, must have been seven years a citizen of United States. If
elected must be an inhabitant of that
state. I satisfy all the quals required
to stand for office. I have many more
qualifications and I look forward to
employing my knowledge and talents
in service to Maryland's 4th District's
citizens.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: First, it is
not the Government's duty to create jobs, it is the economy's function to create jobs. As to the state of the economy the government is writing checks that the citizens
cannot afford to cover, cash, of back. I have a simple rule
that I use in my life concerning my personal economy
and it is just this, "Don't spend more than you have and
don't buy that which you can't afford.”

3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Referring back to the National
Economy question, I restate my simple rule: "Don't
spend more than you have and don't buy that which you
can't afford." The budget spending needs to be curtailed.
Cut if you will and drastically. We don't need to put a
colony on Mars or go back to the Moon. We have enough
problems right here on Earth to last us a long long time.
4. HEALTH CARE: The health care envisioned in the
AHCA Act will just throw more money down a hole, and
not produce the utopian society envisioned or promised.
We should not force this onto the American people they
have the right to choose! Better health care should be a
private choice not a Govt dictate. Health care should be
developed privately and with great care and not by some
appointed government official.
5. IMMIGRATION: The major change that is needed is
for the Government to enforce the laws that are presently on the books. Our immigration system is not broken,
and the laws will work. To achieve this America must
realize and accept that Nobody, and I mean Nobody has
a right to come to the United States of America without
being vetted and by a personal invitation from the Citizens the United States.
6. ENVIRONMENT: What about climate change? I studied geography and spent a good amount of time observing both the great outdoors and the arguments indoors.
I have witnessed great changes outside and more arguments inside. It will all come down to cost and just how
much discomfort that cost brings. The Garden of Eden it
was and can be again, so how much do we want to
spend. This is a question for the citizens.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Partisan Dogma is not
the problem! The problem is American Citizens don't understand it is not Rep vs Dem but Capitalism vs Socialism. Two economic philosophies, diametrically opposed,
as they struggle for control of the economy. Our economy, that provided opportunities that people like Buffett,
Gates, and Zukerburg capitalized on. Frankly I want to
believe that opportunities still exist!
8. PRIORITIES: In descending order: The DEBT, it is
out of control; The Affordable Health Care for America
Act! It is a very bad bill and a very dangerous bill, it
needs to be changed, rescinded, done away with, what
ever it takes, and a bill to replace it that is more responsive to the needs of the citizens and not more bureaucratic control of our lives; Education, Military/Defense,
Environment, Foreign Affair

District 5

Democratic Candidates
Democrats may vote for no more than 1.

Steny H. Hoyer
Website: www.hoyerforcongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Through my
years of public service, I have been
honored to represent the people of
Maryland’s Fifth District. I am an effective, hardworking leader who produces
results for our communities and I’ve
been successful in my efforts to create
jobs, improve our transportation infraPage 21

structure, and improve access to education.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: I am committed to creating
jobs and fostering an environment in which our economy
will continue to recover. Democrats’ Make It In America
plan will do exactly that by pushing our recovery forward
and ensuring America remains the most competitive
place for manufacturers to hire workers, produce goods,
and sell those goods at home and abroad.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We need to address our deficits
in a balanced way that maintains the solvency of our
most important programs while reforming the tax code
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to make it fair. This kind of big and balanced approach
will start paying down our debt while providing certainty
to help support our economic growth.
4. HEALTH CARE: I voted for the Affordable Care Act,
which expanded access for all Americans to quality, affordable health care while implementing reforms that will
help constrain the growth in health care spending.
5. IMMIGRATION: Reform should be practical and comprehensive starting with strong border control and enforcement. It must ensure that businesses have enough
workers, but hold accountable those that hire illegal
workers, and require those here illegally pay a fine, learn
English, and get to the back of the line to earn citizenship.
6. ENVIRONMENT: I support comprehensive legislation
to decrease domestic emissions of greenhouse gases to
80% below 1990 levels by 2050. I also support emissions
reducing policies such as: stronger vehicle fuel economy
standards, increased low carbon electricity generation,
and enhanced efficiency of electric generation and transmission, buildings, and homes.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: I’ve been in Congress
long enough to know what works and what doesn’t, and
I’ve experienced government working best when our representatives work together. I’ve been proud to work
across party lines throughout my entire career, and that
has resulted in real results for the people of the Fifth District.
8. PRIORITIES: My main priority is job creation, and I’m
leading the Make It In America plan to create jobs and
help businesses succeed by investing in education and
innovation. We must balance job creation with long-term
deficit reduction, and I hope to work in a bipartisan way
to make those tough decisions.

use our workers in construction and other industries.
Make it easier to buy US good
4. HEALTH CARE: I believe that all Americans should
have affordable health care. Doctors who want to participate in this plan can do so by grouping together and
working in an atmosphere that encourages helping the
patient. Co-pays should be $5 persons under $10,000 a
year, $15 copay for 10,000-20,000 a year. $20,00040,000 copay can be 20.00. X-rays, blood tests can be
paid by a fund where wealthy add to this
5. IMMIGRATION: This is for new comers. America
should penalize the country where emigrants leave. If
someone leaves their country to come to the US their
country should pay for deportation. US should not be
burdened with the cost of sending people back. If you
are already here then arrangements for citizenship--can
have lawyers handle it by hiring people to do paperwork
this creates more jobs;charge a fee
6. ENVIRONMENT: Continue to check engines to deter
pollution. Do something with the dumps in America. Encourage more recycling.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Think about the good
that will come out of decisions, not a particular party.
8. PRIORITIES: Rent control in Maryland, we need to
correct this because people are steadily losing jobs and
cannot afford to pay their rent. Jobs creation is the first
priority. The poverty-line determination for food stamps
need to be lowered. Some people earn $6,000 can only
get a small amount of food stamps per month. Keep social security for our elderly and retired people, disabled
cannot make own plan

Cathy Johnson Pendleton

David Hill

Website: www.cathyjohnsonpendletonforcongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Self in
1980-81 Johnson for President
Montgomery College Takoma
Park Campus; 2006 - Kweisi
Mfume for Senate (Baltimore);
Charlene Drew-Jarvis for Chair Fundraiser- WDC; Presidential
politics 1980 Reagan-Bush,
1984 John Glenn; 1991 ClintonGore; 2004 Kerry-Edwards;
Maryland O'Malley-Brown Gov.Lt.Gov.; Majored in Political Science and History from Cornell College Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: The government should furlough persons making $100,000 or more 2 or 3 days a
week and since persons in government are complaining
that they are overworked and doing 2 people jobs, the
government can hire individuals to work the 2-3 furlough
days and help with the workload. That money can provide
jobs to unemployed workers and the America worker will
not be doing the job of two people.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Bring more foreign investments
to US. Companies send US jobs out to pay less in wages
like China and India, we should encourage foreign investors here. That way we can charge money for businesses
who want the American consumers'dollar. Realestatebuilding industry will rise, because foreign investors can
Page 22

Republican Candidates
Republicans may vote for no more than 1.
Website: hill4congress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Congress
needs more diversity of experience
and background. Along with my business education, I've held various jobs,
health care, as a tax preparer, proxy
analysis, junior high teacher along
with my current knowledge of mechanics/transport. I've lived and
worked in another country for about 7
years. I'm up to date on immigration
issues as my wife is foreign born.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: By actually setting up policies to promote the expansion of commerce, hence the
creation of jobs in the private sector. This doesn't have
to cost a dime. Elimination of burdensome rules and regulations-free. Passage of the Keystone Pipeline-free.
Stop abusing the NLRB to bang on the largest US exporter Boeing-free. Repeal of the Sarbanes/Oxley-free. The
repeal of Obamacare-free. Many others.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: The budget should be balanced
every year. Simply the government needs to take in
more money and spend less. Reworking the tax system
to a progressive flat tax with no deductions for anything
but spouse and dependants. All programs need to be
reevaluated and cuts need to be found in all programs.
Programs need to be created to be fiscally sustainable.
4. HEALTH CARE: Obamacare should be repealed. This
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plan makes no effort to restrain costs and is a total job
killer. What business would hire in 2012 and especially in
2013 before this plans massive cost and regulatory environment becomes evident in 2014?
5. IMMIGRATION: In 1900 America had 76 million people,now 312 million. do we need any more people? Seal
the borders not just down south either. It’s estimated
now the half of all illegal immigrants come through the
airport as tourists and students that never leave.No more
anchor babies. I would like to see the 14th amendment of
our constitution amended to read; "All persons born TO
AT LEAST ONE US CITIZEN or..
6. ENVIRONMENT: Climate change is a narrow view. We
really should be looking at the entire ecosystem and how
man is fundamentally changing the environment. The
goal is to have the environment in a sustainable balance.
This for me would be to have national recycling programs
with goals of 80% for households and businesses, less
chemical use, more conservation and renewable energy
sources.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: Legislation should be
broken down into smaller parts so both parties can at
least find common ground and at least pass parts of legislation that this country need. Everyone agrees to seal
the border but it never happens as it always part of bigger bills, so the easy stuff never gets done. But it’s tough
to compromise on legislation promotion an expanding
indebted socialist welfare state.
8. PRIORITIES: A balanced budget. A progressive flat
tax. Fully funded veterans services, free and FAIR trade,
immigration reform with sealed borders and no amnesty.
National ID's. Combining SS# and drivers license or state
issued ID along with biometric data. This would be good
for employment eligibility identity theft protection, reduction in voter and tax fraud among others.

Glenn Morton
Website: www.glennmortonforcongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I'm an
American citizen, not a career
politician or a rich person. I
know how hard it is for ordinary Americans to thrive in this
economy, and can bring that
needed perspective to Congress
so laws passed reflect OUR
concerns, not only the concerns
of people who have access
through influence or wealth.
I'm also a combat veteran trying to save my country, so my vote will not be bought or
sold.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: We no longer have a free
market society. Governments influence in the economy
has grown unwieldy, and we must reduce it in order to
allow capitalism to function again. Every problem we face
can be traced to laws passed which gave unfair advantage to entities most supportive of government. The
customer must be re-established as the most important
part of the economy to change things for the better.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: We have no idea how big the
problem really is due to the obscure nature of federal financial reporting. It's too easy to cook the books. Once
we have an honest accounting of our problem, we must
Page 23

eliminate government in the areas where private companies can perform those functions, and invest in areas
that can produce a positive return on investment. The
opportunities will be tremendous when we do.
4. HEALTH CARE: Obamacare is the biggest civil rights
issue of our time. It allows government to commandeer
our money and give it to whatever corporations or agencies they choose. It removes for insurers the natural limit any business must have in a free market system: the
ability of the customer to afford the product. I have developed a better solution. Visit
www.occupyobamacare.ORG for more details.
5. IMMIGRATION: We must stop illegal immigration
and encourage LEGAL immigration. The American economy has grown every time there has been a significant
influx of immigrants, and it's too hard for citizens of other countries to come here and contribute. If we provide
an easier path, we will benefit from their work and intelligence. If not, we will continue producing a lot of effort
with little to show for it.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Enforce existing pollution laws, and
stop the ability of polluters to control the EPA and other
government agencies. We don't need new laws here
from what I've seen; we need cops on the beat, and the
fines collected should go directly into improving the
health of our planet. This is an area where the marriage
of government and private industry has worked against
our best interest, and must change.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: The marriage of power
and money is why our parties are at war; they are not
fighting over OUR interest. Unless the citizen's influence
is increased, legislators will continue to turn their backs
once we've cast our vote. In the Issues section of my
Website, I've introduced a way for us to increase our
power and hold elected officials accountable. It's called
the WeVote Initiative.
8. PRIORITIES: 1) Replace Obamacare/accomplish the
goal of reducing premiums and increasing healthcare
access 2) Repeal Indefinite Detention/Patriot Act and
restore legal rights 3) Reduce Government influence in
the marketplace and CREATE Jobs 4) Punish corporate
misbehavior and use the proceeds to make whole those
negatively affected 5) End the War on Drugs 6) Make
Government more accountable to citizens

Tony O'Donnell
Website: www.odonnellforcongress.com/
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I was elected
to the MD House of Delegates representing District 29C in 1994, and
currently serve as House Minority
Leader. I am seated on the Environmental Matters Committee, and have
served on various other boards and
commissions. I am a US Navy veteran, a former employee of the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, and I participate in a number of volunteer and
charitable activities.
2. NATIONAL ECONOMY: 1. Establish an American energy policy that lowers the cost of energy by creating it
here. 2. Reduce the regulatory burden on business;
prove new regulations are necessary and not redundant,
and enforce current law to maintain a clean and safe en-
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vironment . 3. Repeal the unconstitutional PPACA, and
pass health care reforms that will actually reduce costs
and increase access.
3. FEDERAL BUDGET: Washington must learn to live
within its means like every American household does. To
do that we must: 1. Keep Social Security, Medicaid, and
Medicare solvent by reforming them, while generating the
revenue required by flattening and simplifying the tax
code 2. Establish performance audits on federal spending
that match funding to metrics, like business 3. Pass a
balanced budget amendment
4. HEALTH CARE: Since the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act passed, our health costs have continued to go up, our choices have continued to go down,
and millions are still uninsured. The cost of full implementation is potentially catastrophic, and still unknown. We
need real reform that will get the job done, and people
and businesses can understand.
5. IMMIGRATION: Legal immigration is a powerful engine of growth, and made our nation exceptional in the
world. We need to secure our borders first, then have a
discussion on legal immigration.
6. ENVIRONMENT: Although reasonable people can dis-

agree on the causes of warming, it is still a good idea to
reduce emissions if economical and feasible. The most
effective and reliable way to do this is to promote the
use of American natural gas and new nuclear power
plants. This will have the added benefit of job creation
and economic stimulus. This can be implemented immediately.
7. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT: We need to stop the
strident political gamesmanship and start demanding
statesmanship out of our Congressman. Once a level of
mutual desire to solve America’s problems becomes
more important than gaining political advantage at all
cost by both sides will we be on the right track. I will
support ideas supported by the other party if they make
sense for solving America’s problems.
8. PRIORITIES: 1. Address the debt by balancing the
federal budget, reforming entitlements and the tax code,
and ending wasteful spending 2. Create jobs and revive
the economy by enacting a national energy policy, engaging in regulatory reform, and enacting sensible
healthcare reform 3. Maintain American exceptionalism
by securing our borders, preserving traditional marriage,
and offering school choice

Circuit Court Judge

5th Circuit

Duties: Judges preside in the Circuit Court, which is a trial court of general jurisdiction covering major
civil cases and more serious criminal matters. Circuit Courts also may decide appeals from District Court
and certain administrative agencies.
How Elected: The state is divided into 8 Judicial Circuits. The General Assembly determines the number
of judges in each circuit and county. When there is a vacancy, the Governor appoints a qualified person
to fill the office. Each newly appointed Circuit Court judge must then stand for election at the first election that occurs at least one year after the vacancy occurred. The judge may be opposed formally by one
or more qualified members of the bar. All candidates run on both the Democratic and Republican ballots
without party designation. The top vote-getters in the party primaries appear on the General Election
ballot, again without party designation. Independents vote only in the general election.
Term: Fifteen years, no term limit.
Salary: $140,352 annual base.
Questions:
1. QUALIFICATIONS: What are your qualifications/experience for this office?
2. JUDICIAL SYSTEM NEEDS: What is the area of greatest need in the Maryland judicial system?
3. LEGAL NEEDS: What can be done to provide individuals with wider and better access to legal help and
the legal system?

Candidates
Registered voters may vote for no more than 1.

Pamela L. North
No response received by deadline.
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Democratic Convention Delegates
Voters registered as Democrats in each Congressional District will select delegates to represent them at
their party’s convention as follows:
District 2 will elect 4 male and 3 female delegates and one female alternate delegate
District 3 will elect 4 male and 4 female delegates and one male alternate delegate

;

;

District 4 will elect 5 male and 5 female delegates and one female alternate delegate
District 5 will elect 5 male and 5 female delegates and one female alternate delegate

;
.

In addition, 23 party leaders (Governor, members of Congress, DNC members) will automatically become
delegates by virtue of the respective public or Party office they hold. The Democratic State Central Committee will also select 12 additional party leaders and 21 at-large delegates. The Democratic National Convention will be held from September 3 to 7, 2012 in Charlotte, NC.
Questions:
1. QUALIFICATIONS: What are your qualifications/experience to be a convention delegate?
2. PARTY PLATFORM: What are the top three issues you want to see included in your party’s platform?
Candidate responses were limited to 400 characters. All answers appear exactly as submitted. Contact
information may be found at www.elections.state.md.us/elections/2012/primary_candidates/index.html.

District 2

Democratic Candidates

Female + Alternate
District 2 may vote for no more than 4.

Kameahle Christopher (Obama)

the United States. 3. Permit debt resulting from student
loans to be discharged through bankruptcy proceedings.

Amanda Elizabeth Pleasant (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Being a delegate will allow me to represent a base
of young voters who are often unheard
or misrepresented in politics. I am fortunate to have travelled the country
and work on various political issues
that affect working people and their
families. This knowledge has allowed
me to be an advocate for issues affecting young people and working
class Americans.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Student
Health Care Reform 2. Poverty 3. Education NOT incarceration

Male

Marietta A. English (Obama)

Website: www.johnnyojr.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: In addition to
formal qualifications and experiences
(former member of the Baltimore
County School Board; current member of the MD House of Delegates;
BA- Goucher College; MA- GWU), the
most important qualification I bring
to the position is that I remain
grounded in and concerned about
the everyday challenges we all face,
and want to be able to share these
issues as your convention delegate.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Everything should be about
jobs: creating them, preserving them, and equipping our
residents with the necessary tools to obtain them. We
can do this, in part, by eliminating red tape and excessive regulations, and by not taxing any further a working
class already struggling to make ends meet. We can also
accomplish this aim by investing in our educational enterprise as well as the green economy.

No response received by deadline.

Delores G. Kelley (Obama)
Website: www.senatordeloreskelley.org
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Member Democratic State Central Committee 1982present Secretary, Maryland Democratic Committee 1986-1990 Democratic Platform Committee 1988 Presidential Elector, Maryland 2006 & 2010
MD State Delegate 1991-1995 MD
State Senator 1995-present President,
10th District Democratic Club 1995present
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Reform Social Security & Medicare to improve
their sustainability, given increasing lifespan of Americans. 2. Establish a more progressive federal income tax
system, but also designed to incentivize U. S. Corporations to return more of their operations and jobs back to
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District 2 may vote for no more than 4.

Duane "Tony" Baysmore (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Jerome Foster (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Rick Martinez (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

John Olszewski Jr.(Obama)
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District 3
Democratic Candidates
Female
Male + Alternate
District 3 may vote for no more than 4.

Donna S. Edwards (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Sarah Flynn (Obama)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: From 2005
through 2009, I served as president
of the District 30 Democratic Club
(whose motto is “Be a Do-Something
Democrat!”). I was on the 7-member
executive committee of the Maryland
Democratic Party from Dec. 2006 to
May 2010 (first as deputy secretary,
then as secretary). In 2010, I was
campaign manager for Speaker Mike
Busch in his successful bid for reelection to the House of Delegates.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Economic recovery, including
spurring job creation, rebuilding our infrastructure,
broadening opportunities for women in business and education, and restoring fairness and opportunity to our
economy. Education, including expanding opportunities
for higher education and job training. Energy independence, with an emphasis on renewable energy sources and
respect for the environment.

Mary S. Marker (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Donna M. Smith (Obama)
Website: barackobama. com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Executive committee member md
democratic party community organizer
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Jobs Affordable housing Education

District 3 may vote for no more than 5.

William H. Cole (Obama)
Website: www.williamcole.net
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Broad government experience since 1994: legislative aide in the MD Senate, Special Asst. to Congressman Cummings,
Member of the Maryland House of
Delegates, Current Baltimore City
Councilman. Service on boards of:
Midtown Benefits District, Downtown
Partnership, Visit Baltimore, Flag
House, Babe Ruth Museum.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Job creation, 2) Strong public
education and affordable higher education, 3) Energy
independence including investments in alternative energy research & development

Daniel Lory Ewald (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Guy J. Guzzone (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Anwer Hasan (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Noel Levy
Website: none
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Forty-three
years as a Democratic Party activist, campaign volunteer, campaign
manager, fundraiser, and volunteer
coordinator for more than 250 different Democratic candidates. Candidate for office in 2002 and 2006.
Headed up voter registration campaign that registered more than
10,000 people. Door-to-door canvassing. Driving voters to the polls
on election days. Phone banking. Bulk mailings.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Constitutional Amendment
overturning the Supreme Court's decision allowing corporations to contribute unlimited amounts of money to
political campaigns. 2) Putting the Federal Government
squarely behind the full-scale development of our renewable energy resources, creating hundreds of thousands
of jobs. 3) Our tax dollars must be spent NOW to rebuilt
and replace our aging infrastructure.

Bill Romani (Obama)
No response received by deadline.
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Democratic Convention Delegates
District 4
Democratic Candidates

Female + Alternate
District 4 may vote for no more than 6.

LaKeecia Allen (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Deriece Pate Bennett (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Jacquelyn Roberta Garrison (Obama)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have helped several Maryland
residents run for various political positions. The most demanding position was Voter Registration for the Democratic Party during the 2008 Elections. I have been actively engaged in the community and once held the position as President of the Marlborough Democratic Club.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Students are now learning on
iPods and almost every student has some access to the
internet. I would like to see more innovations take place
in the classrooms. Anything I can do towards that effort
will be my goal. Reforming student lending has made it
possible for college to be more affordable and life after
college doesn't hold such a heavy burden for the student.

Male
District 4 may vote for no more than 5.

Omar M. Boulware (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Sylvester Okere (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Adam Ortiz (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Victor Ramirez (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Edward A. Terry (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Dennie Martin (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Katina Rojas Joy (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Nina Smith (Obama)
No response received by deadline.
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Democratic Candidates
District 5
Female + Alternate
District 5 may vote for no more than 6.

Kisha A. Brown (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Eloise Evans (Uncommitted)
No response received by deadline.

Lafonda Fenwick (Obama)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I support President Obama 100%. I believe in his
policies and the vision he has for the
country. As a leader in my community,
I have been involved in many community activities. I have tutored and mentored youth as well as taught adults to
read. I was the block captain of my
civic association, registered hundreds
of people to vote. In the 2008 Presidential Campaign I was a canvas captain.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Election and campaign reform.
Too much money is required to run for any political office
2. Decreasing the cost of healthcare 3. Breaking our dependence on foreign oil.

Bernadette M. James (Uncommitted)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: No response received by deadline.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Global, international and emèging
markets.

Gwen S. McCall (Uncommitted)
No response received by deadline.

Jessy P. Mejia (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Denise Riley (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Beth E. Swoap (Obama)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a resident of the District for over 30 years and been politically active most of
that time. I serve as Treasurer of the Calvert County
Democratic Central Committee and Secretary of the Maryland Democratic Party. I have worked as a precinct captain for the Democratic Pary for over 20 years.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 2. Jobs, jobs & more jobs

Nicole A. Williams
(OBAMA)

President Obama since 2007. I assisted the Obama campaign in 2007 and 2008 in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Virginia and here in Maryland.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Reforming the federal student
loan program and making college more affordable 2)
Investing in early childhood education 3) Supporting
small and local business by providing tax cuts to small
businesses and expanding lending so that businesses can
create new jobs

Male
District 5 may vote for no more than 5.

Timothy J. Adams (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Ismael Vincent Canales (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Albert B. Coleman (Obama)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am lifelong Democrat of 43
years. I have worked on several campaigns including the
re-election of Steny Hoyer to Congress, the election and
re-election of Martin O’Malley for Governor, the 2008
Southern Maryland to Elect Barack Obama for President.
Also, I am the current Chairperson of the Charles County
Democratic Central Committee and member for the past
6 years.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Education Jobs Health Care

Lewis Powell (Obama)
No response received by deadline.

Justin Ross (Obama)
Website: www.justinross.us/campaign/
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Before I was
elected as a Maryland State Delegate,
I was the President of the Prince
George's County Young Democrats. I
have been a proud Democratic State
Delegate for ten years and the Chief
Deputy Whip for six years. In 2008 I
was honored to be a convention delegate for President Barack Obama and
would be grateful to receive this honor once more.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: I would like
to see the closing of corporate loopholes, drug treatment
on demand, and new solutions for affecting change in
poor urban communities included in the Democratic Party platform.

Julius Leroy West III (Uncommitted)

No response received by deadline.
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am the immediate past president of the Prince
George’s County Young Democrats, a
member of the Executive Board of the
Young Democrats of Maryland and the
Young Democrats of America. I am
also a member of the DNC Youth
Council. I have been supportive of
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Republican Convention Delegates
Voters registered as Republicans in each Congressional District will select delegates to represent them at
their party’s convention. Each Congressional District will elect 3 delegates and three alternates. The Presidential contender receiving the greatest number of votes in each District will receive all
three of that district’s Convention Delegates. Each voter may vote for up to 3 candidates for delegate and
three candidates for alternate. The 3 highest vote getters in the delegate race will become delegates and
the highest vote-getters in the alternate race will serve in that role. In addition, 10 at-large delegates are
to be allocated to the presidential contender receiving the greatest number of votes in the primary
statewide. The at-large delegates will be selected at the MD GOP convention in late April. The 3 party
leaders, the National Committeeman, the National Committeewoman, and the chairman of the Maryland's
Republican Party, will attend the convention, by virtue of their position, bound to the presidential contender receiving the greatest number of votes in the primary statewide. The Republican National Convention
will be held from August 27 to 30, 2012 in Tampa, FL.
Questions:
1. QUALIFICATIONS: What are your qualifications/experience to be a convention delegate?
2. PARTY PLATFORM: What are the top three issues you want to see included in your party’s platform?
Candidate responses were limited to 400 characters. All answers appear exactly as submitted. Contact
information may be found at www.elections.state.md.us/elections/2012/primary_candidates/index.html.

District 2

Republican Candidates

Delegate
District 2 may vote for no more than 3.

Michael Andrews (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been involved in local
grassroots organizations for the past two years. I have
helped fight against speed cameras in Baltimore County,
Gas tax increase, Alcohol tax increase, Toll increases, and
have supported legislation for Constitution Carry in Maryland.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1.Balance the budget 2.Obey the
Constitution 3.Audit the Federal Reserve

Susan L. Aumann (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Paul M. Blitz
No response received by deadline.

Tony Campbell (Santorum)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: 2000 Convention delegate. Elected to Republican
State Central Committee in 1998 and
elected Chairman of Baltimore County
Republican Central Committee in
2010. As a political science professor,
I teach courses on Maryland and
Presidential campaign management.
Served on the paid campaign staff for
Bush 2000 and 2004 campaigns.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Dependence upon foreign sources
of oil limits our national security options, undermines our
interests, and raises the cost of doing business. Fair and
robust immigration policy that will continue to protect
Americans, reward lawful citizens, and help grow our
economy. Parents have the right to direct the education
of their children with local school systems supporting
their effort.
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John C. Fiastro Jr. (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Joseph Thomas Fleckenstein (Paul)
Website: N/A
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Our rights as citizens of the United States come from God, and the role of the government is to protect our rights. Our rights are found in our
Constitution, and I will uphold the laws of that great
Document to the very best of my ability. Some delegates
may not understand the role of government...the role of
government is to protect our rights & I am a servant of
the Constitution & the People.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Secure our borders & ports
now! 2. Eliminate U.S. foreign aid subsidies to more than
95% of the world's nations. We are taking money that
could be used to assist the needy in our country, and
giving it to wealthy dictators in other nations. 3. Term
limits for U.S. Senators and Representatives: Maximum
2 terms for U.S. Senators & 6 terms for U.S. Representatives.

William J. Frank (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Julianne Grim (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Alberto Halphen
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I hold and
MBA and JD degrees and have been
political active for the last fife years.
I feel that United States has been on
a downward spiral for quite some
time and I would ike to help the Republican party's platform in order to
address the main issues that will
ultimately affect our country. I am
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Republican Convention Delegates District 2
very active in Business and Tax law and know how businesses and employees are currently affected
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Improve the levels of spending
and borrowing to reduce our main security threat and
restore us to a superpower 2) Reduce the amount of regulations so that businesses can restore the future of our
economy and improve our job growth, giving us a higher
tax base 3) Have a simple and effective tax code so that
both employers and employees can invest by knowing
how taxes will affect them

Stephen Kolbe (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Howard H. Orton
Website: www.facebook.com/howardortonforcongress
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Masters in Public Administration
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Smaller Government, Balance the
Budget, Audit The FED

Michael Perrone Jr. (Paul)
No response received by deadline.

Al Redmer Jr. (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: As a previous convention delegate, I understand the process and the importance of
nominating our Party's nominee. As an active Republican
for the last thirty years, I believe I have a unique understanding of the rank-and-file members of the Republican
Party. I understand that this is the most important election in our lifetime and am focused and committed to
seeing our Party's nominee elected.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Jobs.... Foreign policy..... Budget

Kathleen A. Smero
No response received by deadline.

Timothy Lloyd Tilghman
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I've participated in every significant MD political campaign cycle on the local,
state & federal level since my 1st
GOP campaign 1988. I have supported GOP candidates running in off
-year jurisdictions in Annapolis, Baltimore City, Frederick & in Virginia. I
was elected & re-elected to the MD
GOP State Cent Cmte serving 4
terms 1994 - 2010. I ask MD 2nd
Cong Dist GOP voters to please vote for me.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: America is ready to welcome
President #45 on 1/20/13. The GOP needs a clear message in 2012 that our Party understands increasing jobs
is its primary objective to return Americans to work with
a GOP Congress seeking to grow our economy. Congress
should freeze spending limits on programs & taxes until
2015. Health Care must be revisited to STOP govt control. The Dept of Education must be abolished.

Jody J. Venkatesan (Santorum)

didates and worked to secure RIC endorsements for
Gov.Scott Walker (Wis) and Rep.Bob Turner (NY). I support the ideals of the Rep. Party.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Federal Debt; Federal Deficit;
National Unemployment; Overreaching Federal Regulations

Margaret Venkatesan
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent my entire adult live
living within the budget defined by my household income. Before becoming a homemaker, I worked in the
government and private sector as an information systems analyst responsible for completing projects on time
and on budget.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Halting the out of control
spending growth 2. Economic recovery through private
sector job growth not government job growth 3. Securing our borders with the recognition there are people
who are willing to harm us

Delegate Alternate
District 2 may vote for no more than 3.

J. Michael Collins (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: 2004 Alternate Delegate RNC
2002 & 2010 Canidate for House of Delegates 2006 Canidate for Clerk of the Court 2002, 2006 & 2010 Member
of 4th district Baltimore County central committee
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Real Estate reform eliminate
Dodd Frank Increase natural resource development Reform the tax code

Christian Conti-Vock
No response received by deadline.

Vlad Degen
Website: www.vladdegen2012.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: An understanding and deep respect for the
Constitution of the United states.
Educated at the California Institute
of Technology, and as a graduate
student at Louisiana State University. A twenty year career in computer
software design and development,
which requires working with teams
of people and applying analytic skills
to understand and solve problems.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: All legislation proposed by congress must have specific authorization in the Constitution. A halt to deficit spending. Return
our money to a sound,inflation free footing.

Steve Dishon (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Susan M. Dopkowski (Paul)

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Baltimore County resident, was
the Baltimore County coordinator for Brian Murphy as a
Republican candidate in the 2010 primary election cycle
for governor of Maryland. In the Maryland general election cycle, volunteered for Ray Boccelli for Baltimore
County sheriff.
League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County
aa1.lwvmd.org/n

1. QUALIFICATIONS: In 2010, I ran in the Republican
primary for Dist. 13 State Senate. I am an auditor who is
committed to sound fiscal policies. I have held leadership
roles-the National Republican Indian Committee's (RIC)
Treasurer and Political Director, met with Republican canPage 30
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Republican Convention Delegates District 2
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Obey the Constitution. 2) Audit the Federal Reserve. 3) Stop policing the world.

Nicholas C. Pepersack (Gingrich)

Michael W. Ennis

Cecilia Poole (Paul)

No response received by deadline.

Frederick Fleischmann (Santorum)
No response received by deadline.

Patrick L. McGrady (Paul)
Website: MarylandforRonPaul.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I was new to politics before the
2010 elections-- I have been organizing people who love
Liberty ever since. I was recently elected the Chairman of
the Harford County Republican Party and together, we
can work toward a Republican majority in Maryland.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: It is important to start actually
reducing the size and scope of the federal government
rather than just slowing the rate of growth. Therefore, I
will fight for the Republican Platform to include eliminating the federal Department of Education, the Transportation Security Admin, the EPA, and the Department of the
Interior. We should repeal Obamacare. We must Audit
the Federal Reserve.

No response received by deadline.
No response received by deadline.

Herman Wood (Gingrich)
Website: N/A
1. QUALIFICATIONS: 3 term elected member of the Baltimore Country
Republican Central Committee
(BCRCC) Memeber of the Executive
Committee of the BCRCC for the past
9 years. Past President of the East
Baltimore County Republican Club
Past Sargent of Arms of the North
East Baltimore Republican Club
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Smaller Government Reduced Spending Reduced Regulations

Joan Wood (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

District 3

Republican Candidates

Delegate

Allen Furth (Gingrich)

District 3 may vote for no more than 3.

William H. Campbell
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Over 30 years
of public service. Chief Financial Officer for the U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA),
and Amtrak. Appointed as Assistant
Secretary of VA by President George
W. Bush. Republican nominee for
Maryland Comptroller in 2010
(691,465 votes). M.Sc. Johns Hopkins
University, Diploma National Defense
University, B.S Massachusetts Maritime Academy. Married
38 years.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Cut government spending dramatically to emliminate the Federal budget deficit within
four years, and eventually cut the national debt to $5
billion (B). 2. Significantly reduce the size of the Federal
domestic security and intelligence infrastructure that are
threatening our individual rights. 3. Reform our nation's
entitlement programs.

Michael Christman (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

John Cluster (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Greg Fox (Romney)
No response received by deadline.
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1. QUALIFICATIONS: To be honest, none are really
needed. However, I've been involoved in local elections
and politics for 20 years. - President Anne Arundel County Young Republicans 1998 and 1999. - Annapolis City
Board of Elections: Member 1997, Chairman 2005 - Annapolis City Republican Central Committee (Ward 1
Rep): 1994, 2007 to present - Alternate Delegate to Republican National Convention 2004 (NYC)
2. PARTY PLATFORM: - Government Reform (in particular, reducing the size of government) - Health Care Reform (multiple issues) - Economy (allow the free-market
forces to work... must include a sensible energy policy)

Armand F. Girard (Santorum)
Website: agirard.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I HAVE BEEN
ON THE BALTO REP CENTRAL COMMITTEE FOR SIX YEARS...AND HAVE
ATTENDED MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS FOR TWENTY TWO
YEARS....I WANT TO RETURN THE
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION TO
THE CONVENTION...THE PRIMARY
SYSTEM IS TOO
LONG...EXPENSIVE..TEDIOUS
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Revise the IRS...flat tax...no tax
on interest or dividends....cap gains less than
$50000.INCREASE PRESENT FEDERAL TAXES..GAS.PHONE ALCOHOL.HERMAN CAIN WAS ON THE
RIGHT TRACK.. SOC SEC.....HAVE ALL ,DEDUCTIONS GO
DIRECTLY TO SOC SEC..as originally intended .AT PRESENT THEY GO TO THE GEN BUDGET WHERE CONGRESS
SPENDS ABOUT 25 percent..FOR those under 38.option
for individual accounT.
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Republican Convention Delegates District 3
Charles D. Levine

Brenda D. Sigaran (Gingrich)

No response received by deadline.

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Registered Republican after becoming a U. S. citizen
in 2006; originally from El Salvador. In
May 2012, I will graduate with a BS in
business administration and accounting
from University of Maryland University
College. Worked in the Ehrlich for Governor campaign. Would like to represent
all Latino Republicans by serving as a
Delegate to the Republican National
Convention.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Jobs and the
economy - Balance the budget, pay down the national
debt, and create jobs. 2. Immigration - We must have a
robust and attractive program of legal immigration. 3. I
support a national energy plan to maximize energy production from all sources - oil, natural gas, nuclear, clean
coal, wind, biofuel and more. We need to lower our energy costs.

Elizabeth Myers (Paul)
Website: mddelegates2012.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am very concerned about the
direction our country has taken. I studied the U.S. Constitution and believe strongly that our elected representatives need to uphold their oaths to the Constitution. Given the increasing government oppression of our natural
rights, protected by our federal and state Constitutions, I
started active engagement in politics a couple years ago.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Federal government constrained by the law of the land, the U.S. Constitution. 2.
No other plank in platform needed should we observe #1.

Dilip Paliath
No response received by deadline.

Chris Panasuk (Paul)
No response received by deadline.

Rick Saffery (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I filed with the
Maryland Board of Elections to get on
the ballot as a delegate. I encourage
everyone eligible to cast a vote for me
come April. I appeal to receptive voters
to change party affiliation, even temporarily. Such that they may cast a vote
for me and the presidential candidate I
support. My humble effort exceeds
99.999% of the electorate's. I stepped
up, that's my qualification.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: The three issues I want to see
asserted by both major party platforms; 1. Readopt constitutional foreign policy of non-aggression and nonintervention in all our dealings among sovereign nations.
2. Restore constitutionally prescribed currency backed by
gold and silver. 3. Reassert the inalienable right of the
people to self-defense through their habitual carrying of
personal firearms.

Courtney Jones Vickery
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am an American who has
pledged to serve her country until our enemies, both
foreign and domestic, are vanquished. Patriotism is my
first priority.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Private enterprise job opportunities for all who seek them. Freedom from intrusive and
excessive government regulation for small businesses
and all business. Reducing government spending on all
fronts, constitutionally. Return to governance under the
Constitution of the United States of America and the rule
of law.

Delegate Alternate
District 3 may vote for no more than 3.

Glen K. Allen (Paul)

No response received by deadline.

1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am an attorney who has practiced law for 24 years. I have studied political science
and constitutional law nearly all my adult life, both in
academic environments and on my own. I am an avid
student of the Great Books of the Western World. I have
been married for 27 years and have three children.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Solvency -- we must address
our national debt and the national government's chronic
overspending. This must include a critical reexamination
of the role of the federal reserve. 2) Civil Liberties -- we
must recommit to the civil liberties embodied in our Constitution and the great traditions of the Common Law. 3)
Restrained foreign policy -- we are a republic, not an
empire.

Scott Shaffer

James Stephen Anderson

Adam J. Schmidt (Santorum)
No response received by deadline.

Steve Schuh (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Francine Scott (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

Lawrence Scott (Perry)

No response received by deadline.

No response received by deadline.

Theodore Bayer (Paul)
No response received by deadline.
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Republican Convention Delegates District 3
Jamie Falcon (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Happily married father of two wonderful children
Anne Arundel County Chair, Mitt Romney for President Campaign Manager,
Ron George for Maryland Delegate,
defeated Maryland's Speaker of the
House State-Wide Volunteer Director,
John McCain for President Alternate
Delegate 2008, most votes of any Republican Alternate or Delegate from
Maryland Co-founder, Upper Shore Young Republicans
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Spending Control 2. Limited
Federal Government Size, Regulation, and Role 3. LongTerm Entitlement Reform

Michael J Pantelides (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Joyce Pope (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Doug Raaum (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Duane Shelton
No response received by deadline.

Marc Samuel Soloweszyk (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

James J. Thompson

David Frantzen

No response received by deadline.

No response received by deadline.

Laura Townsend (Gingrich)

Ronald J. Moore

1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been
very active in Republican party activities, including serving on one of
the Central Committees. In addition,
I have been a candidate for a city
office. As a researcher/writer, I keep
abreast of the issues, and as a blogger I am noted for my understanding of complex issues and their various nuances.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Economic
reform - Systemic change to the way our country's
economy operates, using capital wisely and cutting
waste. Tax reform - Re-apportioning the tax burden so
that it is both equitable and a true reflection of an individual's role in society. Government reform - Less is
more, reduce government bureaucracy

No response received by deadline.

Candice A. Morrison (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a student of politics
since the early 1970's. The erosion of our economic and
civil liberties has propelled me deeper into activism. I
have campaigned for individual conservatives and worked
during elections the past 20 years. I believe in the rule of
law as embodied in our Constitution, not the rule of men.
I have been faithfully married for 26 years and have 3
grown children.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: My top issue would be a return to
Constitutional government. A sound monetary system
with an audit of the Federal Reserve, and a return to "Mr.
Republican", Howard Taft's, diplomacy would be my other
choices. I believe our economic woes stem from our unwillingness to obey our Constitution.

District 4

Republican Candidates

Delegate

Chuck Gast (Romney)

District 4 may vote for no more than 3.

Rachel Audi (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

Cory Faust Sr. (Paul)
Website: www.coryfaust.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am very politically active and
also ran as a State Delegate in 2010.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: The Republican Party should include in the party platform a full audit of the Federal Reserve, sound monetary policy, and strict fiscal discipline
in lowering the national debt and size of government.

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Maryland
Republican Party Vice Chairman
2006 to 2010, Anne Arundel County
Republican Central Committee
Chairman 2004 to 2006,
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Reduce
spending, 2. Job creation, 3. Strong
Military

Ron George (Gingrich)
No response received by deadline.

Brian Griffiths (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

William C. Groves (Santorum)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Active Interest in Local and National Politics.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Debt Reduction Through Decreased Spending, Adherence to the US Constitution,
Increased Border Security.
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Republican Convention Delegates District 4
Amanda M. Jabin (Paul)

Cathy Vitale (Gingrich)

1. QUALIFICATIONS: The only qualification I have is the sincere desire to
help the United States restore itself to
the country that I remember. I bring
with me the determination to succeed
that only a mother knows, because I
do this for my children, and for all of
the children of this once great nation.
They deserve to grow up and enjoy
the same freedoms that generations
before them enjoyed.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Constitutional Government,
Sound Money, A Non-Interventionallist Foreign Policy

Website: www.cathyvitale.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Member of
Maryland General Assembly,(R),Dist.
33A, Anne Arundel County Council
2000-2011(Chairman 2002,2008,
2009-10,Chairman, Anne Arundel
County Republican Party, 1998-2000,
Secretary, Maryland Republican Party,
Republican Convention Delegate,
2004, New York City, Credentials
Committee, I have been an active
member of the Republican party
2. PARTY PLATFORM: No response received by deadline.

Nicholaus R. Kipke (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Jerry Walker (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

Faith M. Loudon
(Santorum)

Alex Yarema

Website: www.FaithLoudon.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been
active in the party for 30 years
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Cut the deficit; Economy; Limited Government;
Border Safety;

No response received by deadline.

Tony McConkey
(Gingrich)

Daniel A. Bienemann (Perry)

Website: www.tonymcconkey.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Veteran of three national conventions. Active in presidential campaigns in Maryland since
1984. Former member of the State Republican Central
Committee. Elected Republican member of the Maryland
House of Delegates since 2003. Deputy minority whip
2005-2011, Vice-Chairman of the Anne Arundel Delegation 2012, Ranking Republican on the Appropriations
Committee 2012.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Smaller government with lower taxes, 2) pro-life and 3) protection of 2nd amendment
rights.

Norman L. Bossie (Gingrich)

Delegate Alternate
District 4 may vote for no more than 3.
No response received by deadline.

Mark Norton (Paul)
No response received by deadline.

Alan Matthew Rzepkowski
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Member of Anne Arundel County
Republican Central Committee since 2007 and four terms
as Chairman of the Committee. Campaign manager for
three successful House of Delegates elections in '94, '98,
and '02.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Strong economic recovery program; strong national defense; and protecting personal
freedoms.

Sid Saab
No response received by deadline.

Bryan W. Simonaire (Romney)

No response received by deadline.

Scott D. Carson
No response received by deadline.

Ingrid Marie Dean (Paul)
No response received by deadline.

JoAnn Fisher (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I an serve on
the Prince George's Country Republican Central Committee. Community
involvement has been a priority for
me as well as education, literacy for
all, and veteran affairs. Projects have
included distributing thanksgiving
baskets with the Sheriff's Department, a Memorial Service in the
Glassmanorarea for the police, Fire
and Sheriff Departments, Veterans
Day Program, and tutoring.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: (1) I would like to see job creation for the under employed with education and development of job skills. Jobs is a priority for me which should
also include our youth, (3) more responsibility on financial institutions to assist with job creation to include
housing, and (3) Seniors, a clearer focus on seniors for
housing, jobs, health care, and services.

No response received by deadline.
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Randy Gearhart (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Father, Grandfather, Veteran, American. Graduate of
UMUC, and the Institute on the Constitution. Have studied and read the Constitutions of the United States and
State of Maryland. Have sworn and upheld my oath to God to support and
defend the Constitution.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Restore the
Constitutional Limits of the Federal
Government Restore National Sovereignty of the United States Make Congress Accountable for its Constitutional Responsibilities

Terry R. Gilleland Jr. (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Public Offices:
State Delegate, Maryland General Assembly (2003-2007); Chairman, Anne
Arundel County Republican Party
(2001-2003); Anne Arundel County
Board of Education (1994-1995) Volunteerism: Board of Directors,
AAWDC; Associate Council, Junior
Achievement of Central Maryland;
Speaker's Bureau, Maryland Business
Roundtable for Education; Past President, St. John Lutheran Church
(Linthicum)
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Pro-Life; Pro-Second Amendment; Pro-Balanced Budget Amendment

Eric Grannon (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Holly Ellison Henderson (Perry)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Education:
M.S.- Transportation Mgmt,2006, Morgan State Univ. B.A.- Communications,1995, Univ. of North Florida. My
professional experience with two political appointments: Director, Public
Information, MD Transit Admin.; Deputy Director, Communications, MD
Aviation Admin. Community experience: PGC Co-Chair, Bob Ehrlich for
Governor; PGGOP Central Committee
Member; Secretary,
MDYR;Treasurer,PGYR.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: As a RICK SANTORUM supporter, I agree with his platform and believe the top three
issues for the GOP in this historic Presidential campaign
are: 1. Protecting Freedom of Religion - Religious Liberty
and Conscience Rights. 2. Repealing and Replaceing
ObamaCare with Patient-Centered Healthcare. 3. A
Strong Foreign Policy that supports Israel's right to exist
as a nation.

Thomas E. Kramer
No response received by deadline.

Amy Leahy
No response received by deadline.

Anne Elizabeth Rutherford (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been involved with the
Severna Park Republican Women's Club for six years
serving as Assistant Treasurer, President, and Caring for
America Chair. I have been attending training classes
through various opportunities.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Fiscal Repsonsibility Economic
Opportunity Reducing Government

Republican Candidates

Delegate

ing down the federal debt.

District 5 may vote for no more than 3.

Tom Angelis
No response received by deadline.

Collins A. Bailey (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I served 16 years in public office.
I ran for Congress in 2008 & 2010. I was the party nominee in 2008 against The majority leader, Steny Hoyer. I
understand and 100% support our Constutuion. I am for
sound money, individual responsibility, economic freedom, national sovereignty, limited federal government
and cutting federal spending. I have been married for 37
years and have four children.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Sound money, a full audit of the
Federal Reserve. Deficit spending by Congress and the
President and creating of money out of thin air by the Fed
are destroying the value of the dollar. A more common
sense foreign policy, as has been advocated by every sitting president for decades when they were a candidate.
Cut federal spending to balance the budget and start payPage 35

District 5

Robin Bissett
No response received by deadline.

Robert "BRO" Broadus
Website: www.votebro.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a Central Committee
member, and am actively involved in party politics. I
have run for office in the previous two election cycles,
and I am an ardent supporter of our Constitution, the
electoral college, and the process laid out by our framers
to elect the Chief Executive Officer of the United States.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) Eliminate all government
mandates, including community service, buying
healthcare, or the military draft, and other violations of
the 13th Amendment. 2) Repeal the Personal Income
Tax and allow for relgious and conscience exemptions in
employment. 3) Protect Marriage as a union between
one man & one woman, with no government-imposed
benefits or penalties for marital status.

Michelle Corkadel (Perry)

No response received by deadline.
League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County
aa1.lwvmd.org/n
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Republican Convention Delegates District 5
Samuel W. Corkadel (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

J. T. Crawford (Santorum)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve been involved in politics since I was a child.
I’ve helped many different conservative candidates, causes, and organizations to the best of my ability. Please
vote for me as I bring a youthful conservative energy full of new ideas and
methods to the convention. I will fight
to keep the fiscal and social conservative planks in the national platform.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Hold the government accountable for our money
that they tax and spend. Maintain a socially conservative
platform. Get rid of the Czars and shrink the government.

Jim Crawford
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Three time MD
State Delegate Candidate. Campaign
Manager for US Congressional Candidate. Political Director for US Senate
Campaign. Senior Staff for 7 Candidates. Volunteer and/or staff in 30+
election cycles.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Fiscal Responsibility; Lower taxes, Reduce
debt, Free enterprise with fair trade.
2. Smaller Government; Repeal Obamacare, More personal freedom and individual responsibility, Nix judicial
activism, Protect traditional family values, Revamp oppressive regulations. 3. Strong National Defense; Seal
Borders, Stand with our allies, (esp. Israel), Limit nonessential international intervention.

Joe Crawford (Santorum)
Website: joecrawford.org
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am serving
my 5th term on the Republican Central Committee and have been a political activist even longer. I've been
leadership for a number of conservative causes/organizations. Please vote
for me as I will work to keep fiscal and
social conservative planks in the national platform.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Hold the government accountable
for our money that they tax and spend. Maintain a socially conservative platform. Get rid of the Czars and shrink
the government.

Charles C. Deegan (Gingrich)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Lifelong Republican, former Maryland Young Republican State Chairman, Former
elected member Republican State
Central Committee for Prince George's
County, Elected Reagan delegate to
Republican National Convention in
1984, Served as Republican member
Prince George's County Board of Elections, Member of Republican National
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Committee's President's Club, Former Chairman of Metro
Board of Directors
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Jobs and the economy - balance the budget, pay down the debt, and create jobs. 2.
America's Energy Plan - maximize energy production
from all sources - oil, natural gas, nuclear, clean coal to lower costs and make America energy-independent. 3.
Repeal Obamacare. It creates layers of new taxes, regulations, and bureaucracies that ultimately will make our
problems worse, not better.

Lee Havis
1. QUALIFICATIONS: 30+ years in
public interest political action; founder/organizer, Maryland Public Assembly; organizer, Free State Patriots
http://meetup.com/Free-StatePatriots; founder/organizer; Patriot
Vetting Committee; http://
patriotvoting.com; former president,
Americans for Choice in Education.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: commitment
to balanced federal budget Eliminate wasteful, unnecessary government spending commitment to limited, constitutional government

Kevin Igoe (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have served
as Deputy Chief of Staff of the Republican National Committee and
Executive Director of the Maryland
Republican Party. I have attended
five national conventions and was an
alternate delegate to the 2008 Convention . I have worked with numerous candidates at the national, state
and local level. I worked in Reagan
Administration as a White House appointee.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1.Develop America's energy resources - 2.Restrict Congress' ability to spend money
while simplifing the tax code to encourage investment
and job creation. 3.Repeal Obamacare.

Catie Ravenscroft James (Perry)
No response received by deadline.

Toni Jarboe-Duley (Gingrich)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: My history as a party activist and
the fact that I have represented my party as its nominee
for several offices, qualifies me beyond the fact that I
am a registered Republican. I have been a member of,
and attended, both of President Reagan's Presidential
Inaugural Committees. I participate in Republican activities, serve in leadership positions, and support the core
principles of my party.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. Energy Independance, which
includes drilling and refining our own oil resources. 2.
Bring American jobs back home. The number of jobs we
have lost across the seas because of the internet is staggering. We must stop paying people who live in India to
perform jobs, which also includes title abstracts for the
properties we own here in the U.S. 3. Repeal the Obama
Healthcare Act.
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Republican Convention Delegates District 5
Steve Krukar (Paul)

Steven P. Willing

1. QUALIFICATIONS: My political involvement began in
1960's. In 2004, I ran for US House of Representatives in
Maryland(District 5); and in 2006, I ran for Maryland
State House of Delegates(District 23A). I have extensively studied America's founding documents,as well as,
American and world history. I believe all laws must conform to the US Constitution/ Bill of Rights. Individual
rights must be preserved.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Among the most critical issues
involve the preservation of: all human life from conception to natural death, the sovereignty of the united States
of America and our Constitutional Republic form of government, and each citizen's 2nd Amendment right to bear
arms. Further, the abolishment of the Federal Reserve
System, and return of the control of our financial system
to the American citizens.

1. QUALIFICATIONS: No former experience as a delegate or in politics prior to 2009. Since then, a local TEA
party organizer and campaign supporter for the replacement of Steny Hoyer (Collins Bailey and then Charles
Lollar). I'm am an intelligent life long Marylander. I will
bring common sense and dedication to Constitutional
principles in supporting the best conservative candidate.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) REPEAL, in its entirety,
Obamacare. 2) Significantly reign in spending, submit a
sensible, pork-free budget, pass it, and ABIDE by it! 3)
Close, secure and defend our the borders using our military as necessary. Enforce immigration laws on the
books and tighten as needed. Numbers 1 and 2 along
with ending the Fed. & tossing the ridiculous tax code for
a flat tax will fix our economy.

Charles Lollar (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Christian Meyers
No response received by deadline.

Glenn Morton
Website: GlennMortonforCongress.com
1. QUALIFICATIONS: Congressional
Candidate - 5th Congressional District
of Maryland 2012 election
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Replace
Obamacare Restore legal rights taken
by NDAA/Patriot Act Job Creation

Edward R. Reilly
No response received by deadline.

Deborah C. Rey (Santorum)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am a retired
USAF officer. I am currently the President of the Republican Women of St.
Mary's. I am active with the Republican Club, the Southern Maryland
Young Republicans and the Republican Central Committee (RCC). I participated in the Rutledge for US Senate campaign in 2010 and am currently the Communications Director
for O'Donnell for Congress campaign.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Reduce the National Debt: This is
our number one security issue. Our government is enslaving our citizens to the nations we borrow from. We
need to reduce the size of government and programs in
order to secure our freedoms. Pro-Legal Immigration:
First, secure our borders & enforce immigration laws.
Then determine if adjustments need to be made. Tax
Code Reform: One tax rate for all citizens.

R. Christopher Rosenthal (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Gary Rumsey (Paul)
No response received by deadline.
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Delegate Alternate
District 5 may vote for no more than 3.

Philip L. Bikle (Paul)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I became involved in campaigns as a Young Republican Club member while a student at South Hagerstown High
School in the 1960s. I served as the
head of the Calvert Education Association and many years as a MSTA and
NEA delegate. I have taught the social sciences for 41 years in Calvert
County and taught at the College of
Southern Maryland as a instructor in
the social sciences for about 20 years.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1. The economy: jobs, reducing
the deficit, flat tax, end welfare for the rich, reduce government regulations, end Obamacare. 2. End of undeclared unconstitutional wars. Reduce overseas bases,
stop being the world's policeman, get rid of the Presidential Powers Act that allows presidents to commit U.S.
troops and wealth to undeclared wars. 3. Defend of the
Constitution esp the 1st amendment.

Kirk W. Bowie (Romney)
No response received by deadline.

Cathy Sue Bunge (Romney)
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have lived
in the Fifth Congressional District for
twenty years. I've been an active
member of the community by doing
volunteer work for my church and
Pets on Wheels, and participating in
events such as the Bowie stream
clean up. I have served on the Prince
Georges County Republican Central
Committee and served as Vice President and President of the Bowie Republican Woman’s Club for six years.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Repel Obama Care Lower taxes
and simplify the tax code Protect first amendment rights,
especially freedom of religion and a citizen’s right to display our country’s flag

League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County
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Republican Convention Delegates District 5
Mary Burke-Russell (Romney)

Vernon R. Hayes Jr.

No response received by deadline.

No response received by deadline.

Azar Peter Dagher (Paul)

William K. Jenne IV

1. QUALIFICATIONS: Concerned citizen.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: Government encroachment on
liberties. Erosion of middle class and national currency.
Pro-life issues.

No response received by deadline.

Elizabeth D. Reitzig (Paul)

1. QUALIFICATIONS: As a long time
community activist, I have participatMelissa Davis
ed on the state and Federal level for
1. QUALIFICATIONS: You must be a registered Republi- years on legislative issues concerning
can, therefore I am qualified. Cont. w/ ques. 2 Anyone
the rights of American citizens. Havregistered Republican can become a candidate, but the
ing worked on several campaigns, I
voters cause the nomination. If the Party leadership had
have experience with the Republican
to approve candidates, there would be stricter control
party.
over who became a candidate & not no control over who
2. PARTY PLATFORM: A return to
the candidates are, who has an R beside their name. 4th
non-aggressive foreign policy. All
issue, US national debt reduction
wars that the United States partici2. PARTY PLATFORM: Not in any order. (1) Criminal
pate in must be Constitutionally dejustice reform, (2) monetary policy/ system reform, (3)
clared. Cutting federal spending and paying down the
reform of candidate acceptance. 1 -- it should be of imdebt. Restoring American's freedoms to make food,
mense concern to ALL OF US that the US has more peohealthcare, schooling and other lifestyle choices and reple in prison than any other country in the world,. 2 -affirm the rights of parents to make these choices for
The dollar is no longer backed by gold, silver, or anything their children.
else, just a sheet of paper. Its surprising so many busiDavid Marc Schwartz (Gingrich)
nesses are willing to take it.
No response received by deadline.

Norman Evans (Paul)

1. QUALIFICATIONS: I have no experience in political
affairs, beyond manning a phone desk in 2008. I have
three college degrees in engineering and business. This
has been the foundation for a very successful 40 year
career in engineering. I am a husband and father to a 16
year old daughter (home-schooled !). I am a member of
a local Lutheran church, and an Eagle Scout.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: I think that Ron Paul is the only
candidate in either party who is addressing the totality of
the problems that the US faces. The issues: - the everescalating budget deficits, the Federal Reserve and its
monetizing the Federal deficits, and the unsustainable
"entitlements" - the "policeman-of-the-world" issue. We
can no longer afford this. - the energy issue. We need to
deal with Peak Oil.

Zachary Werrell
1. QUALIFICATIONS: I am an Economic and Political
Science student. I have studied the American political
process in detail, especially the changes in the rules in
the parties and those rules changes effects on the Republican Party since 1950. My main area of study is the
Macroeconomics of the USA, and policy and policy implications. I also have worked closely with Congressional
Campaigns.
2. PARTY PLATFORM: 1) A serious reevaluation of the
Monetary Policy, and the Federal Reserve System. 2)
Actual cuts in the budget, not in projected increases, and
significant reduction in the debt. 3)

Darrell Richard Wood
No response received by deadline.

The League of Women Voters of Anne Arundel County thanks all
candidates who submitted answers to our questionnaires.
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Democratic Candidates on Anne Arundel County
2012 Primary Ballot
Federal Office
Barack Obama (Illinois)

Democratic
Convention
Delegates

US Senator

Delegate 02 Female + Alternate

Vote for no more than 1.

US President

Raymond Levi Blagmon
Ben Cardin
J. P. Cusick
Chris Garner
Ralph Jaffe
C. Anthony Muse
Blaine Taylor
Ed Tinus
Lih Young

Vote for no more than 4.
Kameahle Christopher (Obama)
Marietta A. English (Obama)
Delores G. Kelley (Obama)
Amanda Elizabeth Pleasant (Obama)

Delegate 02 Male

C. A. Dutch Ruppersberger

Vote for no more than 4.
Duane "Tony" Baysmore (Obama)
Jerome Foster (Obama)
Rick Martinez (Obama)
John Olszewski Jr.(Obama)

US Representative 03

Delegate 03 Female

US Representative 02

David H. Lockwood
John Sarbanes

US Representative 04
Donna F. Edwards
Ian Garner
George McDermott

Vote for no more than 4.
Donna S. Edwards (Obama)
Sarah Flynn (Obama)
Mary S. Marker (Obama)
Donna M. Smith (Obama)

Delegate 03 Male + Alternate

US Representative 05
Steny H. Hoyer
Cathy Johnson Pendleton

Vote for no more than 5.
William H. Cole (Obama)
Daniel Lory Ewald (Obama)
Guy J. Guzzone (Obama)
Anwer Hasan (Obama)
Noel Levy (Uncommitted)
Bill Romani (Obama)

Delegate 04 Female + Alternate
Vote for no more than 6.
LaKeecia Allen (Obama)
Deriece Pate Bennett (Obama)
Jacquelyn Roberta Garrison (Obama)
Dennie Martin (Obama)
Katina Rojas Joy (Obama)
Nina Smith (Obama)

Delegate 04 Male
Vote for no more than 5.
Omar M. Boulware (Obama)
Sylvester Okere (Obama)
Adam Ortiz (Obama)
Victor Ramirez (Obama)
Edward A. Terry (Obama)

Delegate 05 Female + Alternate
Vote for no more than 6.
Kisha A. Brown (OBAMA)
Eloise Evans (Uncommitted)
Lafonda Fenwick (OBAMA)
Bernadette M. James (Uncommitted)
Gwen S. McCall (Uncommitted)
Jessy P. Mejia (Obama)
Denise Riley (OBAMA)
Beth E. Swoap (Obama)
Nicole A. Williams (OBAMA)

Delegate 05 Male
Vote for no more than 5.
Timothy J. Adams (OBAMA)
Ismael Vincent Canales (OBAMA)
Albert B. Coleman (OBAMA)
Lewis Powell (OBAMA)
Justin Ross (Obama)
Julius Leroy West III (Uncommitted)

Non-Partisan Races on Anne Arundel County
2012 Primary Ballot
Circuit Court
All registered voters vote for no more than 1.

Circuit Court Judge—Anne Arundel
Pamela L. North
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Republican Candidates on Anne Arundel County
2012 Primary Ballot
Federal Office
Vote for no more than 1.

US President
Newt Gingrich (Virginia)
Jon Huntsman (Utah)
Fred Karger (California)
Ron Paul (Texas)
Rick Perry (Texas)
Buddy Roemer (Louisiana)
Mitt Romney (Massachusetts)
Rick Santorum (Pennsylvania)

US Senator
Joseph Alexander
Daniel John Bongino
Robert "BRO" Broadus
William Thomas Capps Jr.
Richard J. Douglas
Rick Hoover
David Jones
John B. Kimble
Brian Vaeth
Corrogan R. Vaughn

Delegate 02 Alternate
J. Michael Collins (Romney)
Christian Conti-Vock
Vlad Degen
Steve Dishon (Romney)
Susan M. Dopkowski (Paul)
Michael W. Ennis
Frederick Fleischmann (Santorum)
Patrick L. McGrady (Paul)
Nicholas C. Pepersack (Gingrich)
Cecilia Poole (Paul)
Herman Wood (Gingrich)
Joan Wood (Romney)

Delegate 03

US Representative 02
Ray Bly
Vlad Degen
Rick Impallaria
Nancy C. Jacobs
Howard H. Orton
Larry Smith

Alberto Halphen
Stephen Kolbe (Romney)
Howard H. Orton
Michael Perrone Jr. (Paul)
Al Redmer Jr. (Romney)
Kathleen A. Smero
Timothy Lloyd Tilghman
Jody J. Venkatesan (Santorum)
Margaret Venkatesan

William H. Campbell (Uncommitted)
Michael Christman (Perry)
John Cluster (Romney)
Greg Fox (Romney)
Allen Furth (Gingrich)
Armand F. Girard (Santorum)
Charles D. Levine (Uncommitted)
Elizabeth Myers (Paul)
Dilip Paliath (Uncommitted)
Chris Panasuk (Paul)
Rick Saffery (Paul)
Adam J. Schmidt (Santorum)
Steve Schuh (Romney)
Francine Scott (Perry)
Lawrence Scott (Perry)
Scott Shaffer (Uncommitted)
Brenda D. Sigaran (Gingrich)
Courtney Jones Vickery (Uncommitted)

Amanda M. Jabin (Paul)
Nicholaus R. Kipke (Romney)
Faith M. Loudon (Santorum)
Tony McConkey (Gingrich)
Mark Norton (Paul)
Alan Matthew Rzepkowski
Sid Saab
Bryan W. Simonaire (Romney)
Cathy Vitale (Gingrich)
Jerry Walker (Perry)
Alex Yarema

Delegate 04 Alternate
Daniel A. Bienemann (Perry)
Norman L. Bossie (Gingrich)
Scott D. Carson
Ingrid Marie Dean (Paul)
JoAnn Fisher (Romney)
Randy Gearhart (Paul)
Terry R. Gilleland Jr. (Romney)
Eric Grannon (Romney)
Holly Ellison Henderson (Perry)
Thomas E. Kramer
Amy Leahy
Anne Elizabeth Rutherford (Paul)

Delegate 05

Tom Angelis
Collins A. Bailey (Paul)
Robin Bissett
Robert "BRO" Broadus
Michelle Corkadel (PERRY)
Samuel W. Corkadel (PERRY)
US Representative 03
J. T. Crawford (SANTORUM)
Armand F. Girard
Jim Crawford
Thomas E. "Pinkston" Harris
Joe Crawford (SANTORUM)
Eric Delano Knowles
Charles C. Deegan (GINGRICH)
Draper S. Phelps
Lee Havis
Kevin Igoe (Romney)
US Representative 04
Catie Ravenscroft James (PERRY)
Randy Gearhart
Toni Jarboe-Duley (GINGRICH)
Greg Holmes
Steve Krukar (PAUL)
Faith M. Loudon
Charles Lollar (ROMNEY)
Charles Shepherd
Christian Meyers
Delegate 03 Alternate
US Representative 05
Glenn Morton
Glen
K.
Allen
(Paul)
David Hill
James Stephen Anderson (Uncommitted) Edward R. Reilly
Glenn Morton
Deborah C. Rey (SANTORUM)
Theodore Bayer (Paul)
Tony O'Donnell
R. Christopher Rosenthal (ROMNEY)
Jamie Falcon (Romney)
Gary Rumsey (PAUL)
David Frantzen (Uncommitted)
Steven P. Willing
Ronald J. Moore (Uncommitted)
Delegate 05 Alternate
Candice A. Morrison (Paul)
Michael J Pantelides (Gingrich)
Philip L. Bikle (Paul)
Joyce Pope (Romney)
Kirk W. Bowie (ROMNEY)
Doug Raaum (Gingrich)
Cathy Sue Bunge (ROMNEY)
Vote for no more than 3 in each category
Duane Shelton (Uncommitted)
Mary Burke-Russell (ROMNEY)
(Delegate and Alternate).
Marc Samuel Soloweszyk (Romney)
Azar Peter Dagher (Paul)
Delegate 02
James J. Thompson (Uncommitted)
Melissa Davis
Michael Andrews (Paul)
Laura Townsend (Gingrich)
Norman Evans (PAUL)
Susan L. Aumann (Gingrich)
Vernon R. Hayes Jr.
Delegate 04
Paul M. Blitz
William K. Jenne IV
Rachel Audi (Perry)
Tony Campbell (Santorum)
Elizabeth D. Reitzig (PAUL)
Cory Faust Sr. (Paul)
John C. Fiastro Jr. (Gingrich)
David Marc Schwartz (Gingrich)
Chuck Gast (Romney)
Joseph Thomas Fleckenstein (Paul)
Zachary Werrell
Ron George (Gingrich)
William J. Frank (Romney)
Darrell Richard Wood
Brian Griffiths (Perry)
Julianne Grim (Gingrich)
William C. Groves (Santorum)

Republican
Convention
Delegates
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